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1 Executive Summary
The goal of this deliverable is to present the main and major outcomes of the SmoothIT
project in terms of the technology, algorithms, assessment of approach and its impact, and
its overall applicability in real life environments. It is based on all results of tasks T4.3 Operation of External Trial and T4.4 Assessment of results.
Based on multiple inputs from WP2 and T4.4 this deliverable provides a detailed assessment of simulation results, including the methodology description and assessment of their
credibility and adequacy. This is followed by a simulation results summary for a variety of
cases, and qualitative assessment of TripleWin. The following ETM (Economic Traffic
Management) mechanisms fall under this assessment: BGP-Loc, IoP, Inter-SIS based
ETM, QoS-aware ETM and HAP. This constitutes a complete summary of the simulations
for all ETM mechanisms studied as part of the project.
In terms of trial results the deliverable describes the modifications that were made to the
system developed by WP3 and the trial environment. Definition of raw data collected in the
course of the trial is given, followed by aggregation techniques. The aggregated results are
presented, interpreted and their qualitative assessment is given. Based on the qualitative
analysis and statistical significance, it was deduced that cross-ETM-mechanism comparison of external trial results or their comparison against previous results is not feasible.
Conclusions are presented in terms of prototype assessment, which revealed that the prototype deployed in the external trial behaved as expected, providing all required functionality in real life environment without performance issues.
The deliverable also takes a complete high level view on the project and its results. It further positions SmoothIT in the current Internet ecosystem and discusses various regulatory and net-neutrality issues under European perspective. In particular the following areas
are addressed: consumer protection, data protection, intellectual property, and competition. Special consideration of potential risks from the security perspective is given on the
architecture employed in particular and on the proposed ETM mechanisms in general. A
cost-benefit analysis was undertaken for BGP-Loc, IoP, and HAP, assessing their breakeven points regarding the relative reduction of the inter-domain overlay traffic attained.
The main results of this deliverable are:
• ETM mechanisms designed in the project are feasible. While some mechanisms are
more beneficial to customers and overlay and others to ISPs, different combinations
of approaches can lead to a balanced Triple-Win scenario.
• Architecture and ETM realization developed were proven to be usable and stable
during external trial. It was also proven that the solution is relatively easy to integrate into real life ISPs environment.
• The Cost-Benefit Analysis reveals that there are feasible break-even points for the
adoption of an ETM mechanism by an ISP. More specifically, the break-even point
of a small-to-medium ISP when adopting the BGP-Loc, IoP or HAP are within the
expected behavior of these mechanisms, as studied in the simulation analysis and
partly observed from the internal trial. The situation becomes even more beneficial
when larger ISPs are considered.
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2 Introduction and Overview
The project SmoothIT aims at defining, developing, and testing Economic Traffic Management (ETM) mechanisms to optimize the traffic impact of overlay applications on underlay networks in order to accomplish a Triple Win situation where network operators
overlay providers, and application users’ benefit from the approaches undertaken. This deliverable presents the results of Task T4.3 “Operation of External Trial” that had the objective to define the operations for the external trial, to complete the software integration of
the internal test-bed, and, finally, to adapt it to the selected external trial platform utilized.
The deliverable further includes the results of Task 4.4 “Assessment of Results” that assesses all results achieved with respect to the internal and the external trial. Therefore, the
deliverable contains interpretations and technical details based on the outcome of both trials. For the purpose of completeness, the document also contains an overview of the simulation results obtained in WP2 “Theory and Modelling”.
This document is organized in the following way:
Section 3 presents the technical outcomes of the project with respect to the prototype and
external trial. At first, the developed architecture as used for the internal and external trial
is presented. Then, it continues with the integration of the developed ETM architecture into
the PrimeTel’s network as done for the external trial. Finally, a performance and scalability
analysis of the architecture with the focus on the SmoothIT Information Service (SIS) is
presented.
Section 4 gives an overview of the simulation studies performed in WP2 from the point-ofview of the overall assessment. At first, the “Win” assessment methodology is presented,
including the major metrics in use and the simulation scenarios. Subsequently, the credibility and adequacy of simulation studies is discussed. The section concludes with a summary of the major simulation results grouped by single ETM mechanisms under study or
their combination.
Section 5 describes results of the external trial. The section provides details of trial operation, modification, and integration work undertaken, mechanisms used to collect and aggregate the data as well as qualitative analysis of the results. Since the external trial required sufficient participation of users, the actions undertaken to promote the trial to
PrimeTel customers is described first. Furthermore, the trial-specific modifications to the
SmoothIT prototype developed by WP3 and used in the internal trial are briefly presented.
Then, the data collection for the external trial is presented including the aggregation and
analysis methodology. The qualitative and quantitative results of the trial are discussed including the comparison of ETM mechanisms, the relation to the simulation results, and the
assessment of the SmoothIT prototype as such, and finally the socio-economical impact of
the ETM mechanisms based on the external trial results.
In Section 6 regulatory issues and potential risks of the ETM deployment are presented.
The discussion includes network neutrality, data protection, and intellectual property rights,
issues, as well as security and vulnerability considerations of the ETM architecture.
Section 7 presents the overall assessment of the SmoothIT project. At first, the potential of
a “win” situation is presented for each considered ETM mechanism. A concise representation of the assessment results is given using so-called win-win space maps, for single ETM
mechanisms and considered combinations.
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Section 8 shows a cost-benefit analysis of the SmoothIT prototype for the supported ETM
mechanisms. For this purpose, appropriate cost categories are introduced and major influence parameters (transit prices, ratio of overlay traffic etc.) are presented. The resulting
cost-benefit analysis is accompanied with the overview of the related studies. Then, a
global view of the potential savings that can be achieved by ETM deployment is given.
Finally, Section 9 summarizes the deliverable.
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3 Technical Outcomes
This section presents the technical outcomes of SmoothIT. We start with the developed
architecture as used for the internal and external trial and continue with the integration of
the ETM architecture into the PrimeTel’s network as done for the external trial.

3.1 Architecture Overview
The prototype software used during the external trial was the one designed and developed
by the SmoothIT partners, except for the P2P client application which was provided by the
P2Pnext [27] FP7 project under LGPL license and was further extended and adapted according to the SmoothIT project needs. In this section we provide an overview of the prototype’s architecture and briefly describe the mechanisms that were implemented and tested
throughout the trial. The prototype is the realization of the Economic Traffic Management
System (ETMS), which is the framework introduced by SmoothIT in order for nextgeneration traffic management approaches to consider also the economic implications of
the adopted policies. In SmoothIT, only the overlay traffic management is considered.
In deliverable “D3.3 – Documentation of Engineering and Implementation (Final)” [28], the
final architecture of the SmoothIT prototype was included. The architecture is modular and
extensible and is able to accommodate any future ETM mechanisms, on top of the existing
ones. Figure 1 summarizes the architecture and the involved components that were implemented and used in the external trial. The different colors denote parts of the mechanisms that are realized by each component. Note that this is only a subset of the entire
SmoothIT architecture, since not all components were implemented and ported to the trial.

Figure 1. The SmoothIT architecture and the involvement of each component to the implemented ETM mechanisms.
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The ETM mechanisms implemented and deployed in the external trial are the following:
BGP-Loc (BGP-based Locality Promotion): This mechanism implements a peer ranking
algorithm which sorts peer lists provided by local peers, based on network metrics and
more specifically on BGP-related metrics. Thus, a peer has at its disposal both the overlay
view, via the ranking performed by the overlay application using overlay-specific metrics,
and the underlay view, via the ranking provided by the ISP.
IoP (ISP-owned Peer): This mechanism introduces a new peer into the overlay, which belongs and is controlled by the ISP, has enhanced resources (i.e., high access speed and
big storage space) and acts as a combination of a super-peer and a smart cache. Depending on the popularity of content among the peers of the local domain, the IoP joins the respective swarms, downloads the content, and starts serving the local peers so as to reduce the unnecessary usage of inter-domain network resources.
HAP (Highly Active Peer): This mechanism is a conceptually similar to the IoP but
achieves the same objectives in a distributed manner. Instead of having a central ISPcontrolled peer that tries to improve the performance of local peers of a given swarm, the
HAP mechanism distributes this responsibility to many regular local peers by assigning
them temporarily extra network resources. The decision of which peers should be promoted to HAPs is taken by the ISP and is based by the overlay behaviour of the peers, the
swarms they join, the “compatibility” of their actions with the ISP’s goals, etc.
The aforementioned mechanisms are realized through the involvement of certain entities.
Some of them already exist in the ecosystem of overlay and underlay networks while other
were introduced by the SmoothIT solutions. Some of the existing entities where adapted to
host these new mechanisms, some others were left intact. These entities are:
SIS (SmoothIT Information Service): this is the central entity of the SmoothIT architecture. It incorporates a number of components that implement the various functionalities required by the different ETM mechanisms. It is controlled by the ISP and is considered as
the means through which the ISP can affect the organization and formation of the overlay
networks.
Peer: the standard peer, enhanced with extra functionalities to support the three ETM
mechanisms, mainly by providing additional information to the SIS regarding the information about overlay usage.
IoP: the overlay cache that acts as a super peer that acquires quickly and offers continuously the desired content due to its extended network and storage resources.
HAP: a standard peer that is promoted to HAP by being granted with additional network
resources, as a result of its ISP-friendly overlay behaviour.
NMS (Network Management System): the interface for the underlay. The NMS provides
(mainly to the SIS) all the underlay information required for the different ETM mechanisms
to run. This information varies from BGP data to user access profiles.
As already mentioned, the SIS is the central entity of the SmoothIT architecture. It supports all three implemented ETM mechanisms and can support future ones, due to its
modular design. It consists of several components that are assigned with different parts of
the ETM mechanisms’ functionality. The list and description of all implemented components forming the SIS, are included below:
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The Controller determines the core of the system. Its main responsibility is to coordinate
each ETM mechanism. Therefore, it receives requests from the overlay application (simple
peer, IoP, or HAP), performs calculations based on the ETM mechanism deployed and according to several underlay metrics, such as metering and policy information, and returns
to the overlay application the information required. Usually, the information returned is in
the form of ranked lists, rating either peers as possible “good” neighbors, or swarms as
“popular” ones.
The Metering component collects network information from the underlying NMS in order
to support ETM mechanisms implemented by the SIS. This information includes BGP
(Border Gateway Protocol) routing tables in order to support locality enforcement algorithms.
The SIS DB (Data Base) is a repository storing all information that may be useful for all
modules, such as configuration parameters or business logic.
The Admin component is used by the administrator of the SIS to access and configure
the server as well as the deployed ETM mechanisms.
The QoS Manager interacts with the NMS to retrieve access profiles for the ISP’s customers and provide a list of peers that should be promoted to or demoted from HAPs.
The Monitor component is a supportive component used to gather certain overlay and
underlay statistics for evaluation purposes.
The Security component provides security services to the SIS, including authentication,
access control, and secure communication.

3.2 Integration into an ISP Network
This section describes the integration process into ISP network based on PrimeTel’s experience acquired during the setup of the external trial.
Integration of SmoothIT solution into PrimeTel network proved to be reasonably straightforward thanks to small number of interconnection points and clear APIs. Figure 2 presents how this integration was made.
The SIS to BGP interface, required by the metering component, was implemented using
an intermediate BGP server based on Quaga software package [29] that provided full view
of the PrimeTel’s main BGP table and exposed it over SNMP protocol. This was required
as SNMP protocol generally puts high load due to large amount of BGP full view table.
Thus, applying the load on production routers might have had undesired consequences.
No other modifications or adaptations were made for this interface.
The deployment of the HAP ETM mechanism required two additional interfaces to be implemented by PrimeTel between SIS Server and Billing & Provisioning System and Traffic
shaper. The first interface is a SOAP based web service that exposes information about
contracted customer bandwidth profiles and acts as a bridge between Billing System and
SIS. It responds to simple queries with one or more IP addresses by returning the bandwidth profile of associated users. The second interface is implemented by SIS to expose
the HAP list via SOAP. This list is consumed by traffic shaping configuration solution at
regular intervals to alter customer profiles according to HAP ETM approach.
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Figure 2. SIS integration — The PrimeTel case.
The deployment of IoP ETM mechanism required no changes neither to PrimeTel’s infrastructure nor the SmoothIT release code.

3.3 Performance and Scalability Analysis
The main goal of this section is to analyze the performance capabilities of the SIS. Even
though the SW is in a prototype stage, first estimates of its performance are important for
the deployment in PrimeTel’s network and in other real networks in a near future.
Moreover, in order to assess the results that are reported as part of the internal trial (see
[20] for more details), it must be assured that all the tests are carried out while the SIS is
working properly.
Considering these premises, the following targets should be covered in the scalability
tests:
1. To detect and fix bugs in the system implementation.
2. To detect the presence of possible bottlenecks in the implementation of the SIS system and, if available, to test new versions of the SW modules that solve them.
3. To validate the scalability of the SIS architecture design: to provide an estimation of
the current implementation working limits and to validate the usage of the selected
protocols.
4. To provide a set of recommendations that should be taken into account for a future
commercial implementation/deployment of the SIS system.
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3.3.1 Methodology
The core steps in the methodology applied were done as described below.
Scenario description
In order to test the SIS performance capabilities, the scenario shown in Figure 3 has been
set up.

Figure 3. Scenario for performance tests.
The following machines can be distinguished:
• mamen runs the tool for generating several requests to the SIS.
• modelnet4 runs an instance of the SIS server that receives all the requests coming
from the load generator tool.
Measured parameters
• Response latency is defined as the delay from the time a request is sent to the SIS
to the time the response is received at the client side. For this response latency, only the capabilities of the SIS server were evaluated. The delay associated to the
network itself was ignored. The Average, the 95th Percentile, and the 99th Percentile
were calculated from the measured latency values.
• Blocking Probability: the SIS should not block any request, so that an occurrence
of blocked requests would give an estimation of the failure point of the SIS.
Moreover, in order to monitor the causes of potential performance issues of the SIS server, the CPU usage and the memory usage in the SIS machine were monitored.
3.3.2 Performance test results and conclusions
The performance objective of the final version of the SmoothIT prototype was defined considering the following setup:
• The total number of simultaneous clients was 200.
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• According to the current implementation of the Tribler client, every 10 seconds the
client sends 1 request for rating the IP addresses. This results in an average rate of
0.1 requests/second per client.
• The system should be able to work for at least 3 days without interruption.
Therefore, the performance objective for the SIS final prototype is to support 20 requests/second without decreasing its performance and run during at least 72 hours without
a reboot.
Other important parameters that have been considered are the following:
• The number of IP addresses sent in the request was set to 50, which is the typical
size of the list returned by real trackers.
• The SIS manages the information associated to 10 ASes, which are supposed to
have any kind of interconnection agreement. Any further ASes is considered as the
rest of Internet and their IP addresses will be rated as 0.
The duration of the tests is 120 min, the results can be seen in Figure 4.

SIS Response Time (s)
response time (s)
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0,25
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Figure 4. SIS response time for a test duration of 120 min.
As can be seen the response time of the system increases linearly when the number of
requests per second is above 17 requests/second. This is due to the high usage of the
memory, whose usage is almost 100% in a machine which has 2 GB of memory.
3.3.3 Conclusions of the performance tests
Considering that the target performance objectives for the SIS implementation are: (i) to
support 20 requests/second and (ii) to run without failures during 72 hours, we conclude
that, according to the trends shown in the different tests, the SmoothIT architecture/implementation scales appropriately.
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4 Simulation Results
Extensive simulations studies of the proposed ETM mechanisms were performed in WP2
with detailed results to be found in [2]. Each proposed mechanism was verified by simulations, while the most promising solutions were selected and then implemented and deployed in the external trial. The main goal of simulations was to evaluate how all three
stakeholders (end users, overlay providers, and ISPs) would benefit from ETM deployment
and under which circumstances “TripleWin” arises. To attain this, an innovative methodology of assessment for the ETM mechanisms has been developed and applied. The two
main goals for assessing simulation results of ETM were:
•

To assess if a “win” situation for each of the three players was achieved (or not).
For this purpose considered ETM mechanisms were evaluated under various network and application level conditions to support the selection of ETM mechanisms
for the implementation.

•

To assess the accuracy of experiments and their credibility.

The following simulators were used:
•

Protopeer, an application layer oriented tool for evaluating P2P applications. Based
on the existing simulator core, SmoothIT partners developed new application-layer
protocols (BitTorrent and Tribler) and appropriate underlay models. Thus, this tool
was modified and further enriched with ETM mechanisms for SmoothIt purposes
and used for most simulations.

•

Eruption.S [5], an AGH proprietary P2P simulator with elements of transport and IP
layers implemented. It was necessary for experiments of inter-SIS collaboration under topologies with route asymmetry.

•

A custom simulator was used to assess the potential of HAP ETM mechanism [23].
Due to the long-term effects of HAP promotion (where the promotion happens at the
range of days) and the requirement to assess the impact on many concurrent distribution swarms a higher level simulation model was required.

4.1 “Win” Assessment Methodology
The assessment methodology did not consider the optimization of a “total cost” metric. Instead, separate objective metrics were used for each player to reflect their diverse requirements and related incentives to employ an ETM mechanism. Several evaluation scenarios have been defined to cover different degree of ETM deployment, popularity of ETM
among end-users, various swarm sizes, peer distribution among network domains, network topologies etc. Additionally, a game-theoretic analysis was applied to study interactions of ISPs, regarding decisions whether or not to employ an ETM mechanism and the
associated ISPs’ interactions by taking into account the end-user benefit as well.
4.1.1 Metrics of “win” for the stakeholders
From the ISP’s point of view, the ultimate confirmation of “win” is a monetary benefit from
ETM deployment. It is, however, not possible to quantify this benefit, since many factors
contribute to the overall balance, including deployment and operational costs for an ETM
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mechanism, cost of maintenance of IoP or SIS, savings resulting from inter-domain traffic
reduction and the structure of interconnection tariffs, business models, marketing factors,
etc. Thus, the assessment methodology focused on another quantifiable metric, namely
inter-domain traffic reduction, since ISPs benefit mostly thereby. In simulation experiments, the inter-domain traffic reduction was measured directly. Upstream and downstream traffic were evaluated separately, although in certain cases focus was on the upstream only, since there are interconnection tariffs based only on it [19]. A mapping of these benefits in terms of traffic savings to monetary saving is provided in Section 8 where a
cost-benefit analysis of different ETM mechanisms is presented.
QoE or QoS metrics are used for measuring the “win” for end-users. For file-sharing P2P
applications the most important perceivable parameter is download time (or download
speed). It can be strongly influenced by ETM mechanisms, both favorably and adversely.
Users will adopt a given mechanism if this improves or, at least, preserves their download
times. Ideally, this should be guaranteed on a per-user basis as was done in a certain
cases using coupled simulations. However, in most of the cases, it was analyzed by comparing the average values of the metrics with and without an ETM mechanism. Such averages are taken over all peers in a swarm, or over subsets (e.g. those that belong to the
same AS). On the other hand, main QoE metrics associated with video streaming applications taken into account in assessment of “win” are the probability of playback stalling, the
actual stalling time, and start-up delay. These can be influenced by ETM mechanisms as
well.
Assessment of “win” for overlay providers is based on the content availability in the whole
overlay (swarm). Another dimension of an overlay provider’s “win” is a decreased traffic
volume from its own content servers and reduced load of the servers, as well as an improved performance of the application, which should translate into increased popularity of
the service. In reality, these issues often coincide with the objectives of the end-users..
Thus, simulation based evaluation of ETM mechanisms was focused either on assessing
win-win for the ISP and the end-users or on the win-win for the ISP and the overlay provider.
4.1.2 The spectrum of simulation scenarios
To obtain a reliable assessment of ETM mechanisms several evaluation scenarios were
defined. Depending on the simulation goal simplifications of various extents were assumed. Various network conditions, application behavior etc. were simulated. The simulation scenarios were constructed using:
a) Various network topologies:
o Triangle-shaped: three ASes connected with direct links [2],
o Star-shaped: several ASes connected to a single transit AS (symmetric simulation scenario [3]),
o “Bike”-shaped (complex simulation scenario [4]),
o Hierarchical: with tier 1, tier 2 and tier 3 ASes. Topology mainly used to evaluate
inter-SIS collaboration [1],
o Semi-real: a set of ASes with real inter-domain connections and routing was extracted from the Internet topology. This topology reflects also a route asymmetry
was used for evaluation of inter-SIS mechanisms [2].
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b) Different peer distributions:
o Semi-homogeneous: physical peers belonging to a single swarm are distributed
equally between ASes. Since peers switch on and off with some probability, a
momentary distribution slightly is semi-homogeneous ,
o Heterogeneous: peers belonging to a single swarm are not equally distributed
among ASes. Peer distribution was either selected randomly (e.g., from hyperbolic or Zifp distribution) or arbitrarily, e.g., 10% of physical peers in AS1, 30% in
AS2, etc. Heterogeneous distribution allowed for evaluation the impact of ETM
on ASes where only a small fraction of peers is located as well as AS having a
substantial part of a swarm. Thus, SmoothIT evaluated the potential benefit for
peers located in ASes of different sizes as well as ISPs hosting different number
of peers.
c) Different swarm sizes: swarms of a few, dozens and hundreds of peers.
d) Varied ETM deployment degree: an interaction between peers located in ASes with
ETM deployed and peers located in ASes without ETM was evaluated. The effect on
“win” for ISP and end-user was assessed, and in case of partial deployment separately
for the adopters and non-adopters of ETM. Three basic scenarios were considered:
o Only one ISP implements ETM
o All ISPs implement ETM
o A subset of ISPs implement ETM
The goal of simulating different deployment degrees was also to answer the question
under which conditions it is beneficial for the ISP to implement ETM, and how it is influenced by the actions of other ISPs. This research was also accompanied by game theoretical analysis [2].
e) Varied end-user interest in adoption of ETM: coexistence of users employing ETM and
ones declining the usage of ETM within a single swarm
f) Various type of content/application:
o Files (file-sharing application)
o Video (p2p streaming)

4.2 Assessment of Simulation in Terms of Credibility and Adequacy
All simulation experiments were carefully planned and reported. The experiment reports
were collected in a unified form. A sample record for a single simulation experiment is provided in Appendix 1.
First, for each simulation scenario a set of objectives, assumptions and expected results
were defined. Then, after performing the simulation and processing the results the following questions were answered:
•

Were these objectives achieved?

•

Were these assumptions correct or reasonable? Was it necessary to modify the
assumptions during the work progress?

•

Was the scenario representative for a real situation?
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•

Did the results meet expectations and can the deviations be explained?

•

Which improvements are provided by a particular ETM mechanism? Was a winwin situation achieved?

The answers for these questions were the basis for deciding whether to accept or discard
the outcome of a certain experiment. In some cases, the decision on modification of assumptions or simulation scenario was made on the basis of the analysis of the results and
their credibility. The lessons from each simulation run were used to better plan consecutive
experiments. Finally, conclusions on “win” evaluation and ETM performance were drawn.
A careful analysis of statistical credibility of the results was performed. For this reason the
methodology of experiments, including the statistical data collection methods, was
planned, analyzed, and reported for each experiment. A warm-up period was used in
simulations. Most of the measured output values are random variables and the result typically presents a mean value taken from several independent runs, together with confidence intervals.

4.3 Summary of Simulation Results
This section summarizes simulation results. Extended descriptions together with detailed
description of results can be found in deliverable D2.6 [4]. This summary focuses on “win”
evaluation of ETM mechanisms. In the subsequent subsections results for the following
ETMs are presented: BGP Locality, ISP owned Peer, Inter-SIS collaboration-based solutions, QoS-aware ETM, and Highly Active Peer. Also certain combinations of ETM mechanisms deployed together are considered.
Summaries of simulation results are presented in compact tabular form. Table headers
describe a basic scenario (evaluated ETM mechanism and some supplementary information specifying the scenario, if applicable). Table rows present specific cases. A brief
summary of simulation setup (a topology, peer distribution, etc.) and conclusions related to
the evaluation of the “win” situation is provided for each case.
4.3.1 BGP Locality
Table 1. BGP Locality
ETM scenario

BGP-Loc (BNS&BU) [2]

Case

Homogeneous peer distribution, homogeneous access bandwidth, access
is bottleneck (16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 Mbit/s uplink).
Bike20 and Star20 topologies (20 stub ASes containing the peers in
both).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s, average swarm size 120200 peers.
Tribler and BitTorrent overlays under different load conditions (varied
seeding time), with different (homogeneous) swarm distributions (number
of stub-ASes 10, 20 and 40) and with different shares of localitypromoting peers (0, 25, 50, 75 and 100%) (BitTorrent only).
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Results

Win for the ISP (inter-AS traffic reduced), larger relative traffic reduction
for
• shorter seeding times,
• a higher share of peers per AS,
• a larger share of locality-promoting peers.
No-lose for the users (average DL times remain the same as in regBT).

Case

Homogeneous peer distribution, homogeneous access bandwidth, core
bottleneck (3 Mbit/s on inter-AS links).
Bike20 and Star20 topologies (20 stub ASes containing the peers in
both).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s.
Tribler and BitTorrent overlays.

Results

Win for the ISP (inter-AS traffic reduced, but less than in previous scenario).
Win for the users (average DL and stalling times decrease in comp. to
regBT).

Case

Heterogeneous peer distribution (hyperbolic), homogeneous access
bandwidth, access is bottleneck (16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 Mbit/s uplink).
Star20 topology (20 stub ASes containing the peers).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s.
Tribler and BitTorrent overlays, all peers promote locality in BU, BNS and
BNSBU cases.

Results

Win for large ISPs (inter-AS traffic reduced), small win/no lose for small
ISPs.
Win for the users in large ISPs (average DL times decrease, no significant effect on stalling times).
Lose for users in small ISPs (average DL times increase, no significant
effect on stalling times).

Case

Heterogeneous peer distribution (hyperbolic), homogeneous access
bandwidth, access is bottleneck (16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 Mbit/s uplink).
Star20 topology (20 stub ASes containing the peers).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s.
BitTorrent overlay, only peers in a subset of ASes promote locality (single
ASes or top X ASes).

Results

Win for ISPs whose peers promote locality (inter-AS traffic reduced), larger savings for larger ASes and if more ASes promote locality.
No-lose for ISPs not promoting locality (no significant change in inter-AS
traffic).
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Win for the users promoting locality (average DL times decrease).
Lose for users which do not promote locality (average DL times increase), larger increase in DL times if more users/users in larger ASes
promote locality.
Case

Homogeneous peer distribution, heterogeneous access bandwidth (each
AS one class), access is bottleneck (class 1: 16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 Mbit/s
uplink, class 2: 4 Mbit/s downlink, 256 kBit/s uplink).
Star20 topology (20 stub ASes containing the peers).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s.
BitTorrent overlay.

Results

Win for ISPs (larger traffic savings for fast ISPs).
Win for users in fast ISPs (shorter average DL times).
Lose for users in slow ISPs (longer average DL times).
Lose for swarm as a whole (longer average DL times over all peers).

Case

Homogeneous peer distribution, heterogeneous access bandwidth (each
AS all classes), access is bottleneck (class 1: 16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 Mbit/s
uplink, class 2: 4 Mbit/s downlink, 256 kBit/s uplink).
Star20 topology (20 stub ASes containing the peers).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s.
BitTorrent overlay.

Results

Win for ISPs (traffic savings for ISPs).
Win for slow-access users (shorter average DL times than in regBT).
Lose for fast-access users (longer average DL times than in regBT).

Case

Heterogeneous peer distribution (hyperbolic), homogeneous access
bandwidth, access is bottleneck (16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 Mbit/s uplink).
Star20 topology (20 stub ASes containing the peers).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s.
BitTorrent overlay, locality parameters lBNS and lBU varied (l = 0.5, 0.9 (default)).

Results

Win for ISPs smaller for lX = 0.5, this effect is stronger for larger ISPs.
Win for the users in large ISPs smaller for lX = 0.5 consequently.
Lose for users in small ISPs also smaller, all in all, more fairness in the
DL times for lX = 0.5.
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4.3.2 ISP-owned Peer
Table 2. IoP (Unchoking policy)
ETM scenario

Insertion of ISP-owned Peer (IoP) and application of the Unchoking
Policy - [2]

Case

Topology of 2 ASes inter-connected via a hub AS, homogeneous peer
distribution, homogeneous access bandwidth, access is bottleneck, IoP
inserted in one AS without policy, single-swarm.

Results

Win for the ISP (significant incoming inter-AS traffic reduction accompanied with outgoing traffic increase compared to the case where no IoP is
inserted in any of the ASes).
Win for the end-users (average download times reduction compared to
the case where no IoP is inserted in any of the ASes).

Case

Homogeneous peer distribution, homogeneous access bandwidth, access
is bottleneck, IoP inserted in one AS with policy, Unchoking policy employed (restrictive policy regarding the location of the peers; only local
peers are unchoked by the IoP), single-swarm.

Results

Win for the ISP (significant incoming inter-AS traffic reduction as when
the IoP does not employ a policy, and also outgoing traffic reduction due
to the application of the policy especially compared to the case where no
policy applies).
Win for the users (significant average download times reduction compared to the case where no IoP is inserted, though shight deterioration
compared to the case where no policy applies).
Table 3. IoP (Swarm selection)

ETM scenario

Insertion of ISP-owned Peer (IoP) employing Swarm Selection (SwS)
based on overlay factors - [2]

Case

Topology of 2 ASes inter-connected via a hub AS, homogeneous access
bandwidth, access is bottleneck, IoP inserted in one AS without any policy, 2-swarms on the overlay, overlay factors on which SwS is based are
the file size, the mean inter-arrival time of the leechers, and the mean
seeding time of the peers that have become seeds; note that we tune
these overlay parameters, one parameter at each time, only for peers of
one swarm that are located though in both ASes.

Results

Win for the ISP (higher incoming inter-AS traffic improvements are observed when the IoP selects to join the swarm with either the lower mean
inter-arrival time, either the lower mean seeding time, or that serves the
largest content file; generally the swarm with the higher capacity needs).
Win for the end-users (average download times are always reduced due
to the IoP insertion; however reduction is higher for those peers that participate in the swarm that the IoP has joined at each time).
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Case

Topology of 2 ASes inter-connected via a hub AS, homogeneous access
bandwidth, access is bottleneck, IoP inserted in one AS without any policy, 2-swarms on the overlay, overlay factors on which SwS is based are
the file size, the mean inter-arrival time of the leechers, and the mean
seeding time of the peers that have become seeds; note that we tune
these overlay parameters in pairs only for peers of one swarm that are
located though in both ASes.

Results

Win for the ISP (incoming inter-AS traffic is reduced always; however larger improvements are noticed when the IoP selects to join the swarm with
the lower mean inter-arrival time,).
Win for the end-users (average download times are always reduced due
to the IoP insertion; however improvement is larger for those peers that
participate in the swarm with the lower mean seeding time).
Table 4. IoP: Bandwidth allocation simulation results

ETM scenario

Insertion of ISP-owned Peer (IoP) employing different Bandwidth Allocation (BwA) strategies - [2]

Case

2 BitTorrent swarms in parallel, distributed over 2 ASes (local As and rest
of the world), heterogeneous peer distribution for one swarm (5%, 10%,
15%, 30% in local AS), homogeneous for the other (50% in local AS).
Access is bottleneck (16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 MBit/s uplink).
Poisson arrival process per swarm with a default λ = 1/10s, 120 peers on
average per swarm.
BitTorrent overlay, IoP capacity in total 6 MBit/s, to be distributed among
the peers in the local AS in both swarms with different strategies.

Results

Win for ISP, larger traffic savings with a strategy preferring smaller local
swarms (Min and Inverse proportional strategies).
Win/No-lose for users (DL time reduction for users in preferred swarm).
Table 5. BGP-Loc and IoP

ETM scenario

Combination BGP-Loc + IoP [2]

Case

Heterogeneous peer distribution (hyperbolic), homogeneous access
bandwidth, access is bottleneck (16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 MBit/s uplink).
Star20 topology (20 stub ASes containing the peers).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s.
BitTorrent overlay with and without locality (BGP-Loc), IoP capacity per
AS 1 MBit/s and 2 MBit/s.

Results

Win for smaller ISPs (in case IoP costs are lower than cost savings,
higher influence of IoP in smaller ASes).
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Lose for larger ISPs in case of combination of BGP-Loc and IoP (incoming traffic increase).
Win for swarm as a whole (DL Times are shortened due to cache capacity, higher win for smaller ASes).
Case

Homogeneous peer distribution, homogeneous access bandwidth, access bottleneck (16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 MBit/s uplink).
Star20 topology (20 stub ASes containing the peers).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s.
BitTorrent overlay with and without locality (BGP-Loc), IoP capacity per
AS 1 MBit/s and 2 MBit/s.
Lose for ISPs in case of BGP-Loc + IoP (higher incoming traffic).
Win for users (reduced DL times).

4.3.3 Inter-SIS collaboration based ETM mechanisms
Table 6. Inter-SIS (BNSBU + PeerPop grouping)
ETM scenario

Inter-SIS (BNSBU + PeerPop grouping) [2]

Case

Heterogeneous peer distribution (hyperbolic), homogeneous access
bandwidth, access is bottleneck (16 Mbit/s downlink, 1 Mbit/s uplink).
Star20 topology (20 stub ASes containing the peers).
Poisson arrival process with a default λ = 1/10s.
BitTorrent overlay, PeerPop Grouping Inter-SIS with a group size parameter G varied (G = 10, 30, 50).

Results

Win for ISPs (larger traffic savings for fast ISPs), reduction in traffic for
larger ISPs even more pronounced for larger group sizes (in the considered range).
No-lose for swarm as a whole (DL Times remain ~the same, fairer distribution for larger group sizes).
Table 7. Inter-SIS (Cost driven peer rating algorithm)

ETM scenario

Inter-SIS – cost driven peer rating algorithm [2]

Case

Heterogeneous peer distribution, topology – semi-real: 29 ASes, in 9 of
which peers were located, 20 transit ASes, conservative peer rating algorithm, SIS located in a single domain, contradictory policies of ISPs
allowed.
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Results

Win for ISP implementing SIS – overall inter-domain traffic decrease.
Traffic decreased on peering links (where the traffic is exchanged without cost) as well as provider links (those the ISP has to pay for the traffic
volume).
No-lose/lose for ISPs not implementing SIS. Overall inter-domain traffic
observed in those ASes remains on average the same. The distribution
of the traffic on links changes and may lead to increase on costly link
and decrease on peering link, finally resulting in higher cost for ISP.
Win for peers located in a domain implementing SIS – significant reduction of DL time.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains, a little increase or decrease of DL time is observed, but the differences are
small.

Case

Heterogeneous peer distribution, topology – semi-real: 29 ASes, in 9 of
which peers were located, 20 transit ASes, conservative peer rating algorithm, SISes located in all 9 domains, contradictory policies of ISPs
allowed.

Results

Win for all ISPs: overall inter-domain traffic reduced, especially on costly
links. The remaining traffic inevitable) is shifted to peering links.
Win for users – DL time reduction observed in all domains.

Case

Heterogeneous peer distribution, topology – semi-real: 29 ASes, in 9 of
which peers were located, 20 transit ASes, conservative peer rating algorithm, SISes located in all 9 domains, comparison of contradictory and
non-contradictory ISPs policies.

Results

If two directly connected have contradictory policies, that is, one tries to
decrease the traffic (the one that pay the other for the traffic) while the
other promotes peer available through this link it may lead to lose for the
one that pay for the traffic. If both agree to decrease the traffic on that
link it leads to win situation.
Win for users regardless the ISPs policies are contradictory or not.

Table 8. Inter-SIS: (Collaborative BGP Locality and Layered Collaborative BGP Locality)
ETM scenario
Case

Results

Inter-SIS – Collaborative BGP Locality and Layered Collaborative
BGP Locality [2]
Homogeneous peer distribution, 8 Tier 3 ASes (1 new peer every 60
sec) 3 Tier 2 ASes (1 new peer every 30 sec), SISes, located in all domains, run BGP Locality except for those that run the mechanism, 2 Tier
2 ISPs (that have a peering agreement) run Collaborative BGP Locality
(thus all others run BGP Locality).
Win for Tier 2 ISPs implementing Collaborative BGP Locality – interdomain traffic (transit traffic that these ISPs pay for) decrease. Traffic
increased on peering links (where the traffic is exchanged without extra
charging) as well as intra-domain.
No-lose for ISPs not implementing Collaborative BGP Locality. Inter-
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domain traffic observed in those ASes remains on average the same.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in domains that run Collaborative BGP Locality, a little increase or decrease of download time is observed, but the differences are small.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains.
Similar results for Layered Collaborative BGP Locality.

Case

Results

Case

Results

Tier 2 ISPs do have the incentive to do Collaborative BGP Locality and
this will be accepted by their users and by the other ISPs.
Homogeneous peer distribution, 8 Tier 3 ASes (1 new peer every 60
sec) 3 Tier 2 ASes (1 new peer every 30 sec), SISes, located in all domains, run BGP Locality except for those that run the mechanism, only 2
Tier 3 ISPs (with a peering agreement) run Collaborative BGP Locality
(and thus all others run BGP Locality).
No-lose for Tier 3 ISPs implementing Collaborative BGP Locality -–
overall inter-domain traffic decrease. Traffic increased on peering links
(where the traffic is exchanged without cost) as well as intra-domain.
No-lose for the upper Tier ISPs (the carriers of Tier 3 ISPs) on the interdomain links.
No-lose for other domains not implementing Collaborative BGP Locality.
Inter-domain traffic observed in those ASes remains on average the
same.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in domains that run Collaborative BGP Locality.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in all other domains.
Similar results for Layered Collaborative BGP Locality
Tier 3 ISPs are indifferent to do Collaborative BGP Locality since they
do not gain significantly.
Homogeneous peer distribution, 8 Tier 3 ASes (1 new peer every 60
sec) 3 Tier 2 ASes (1 new peer every 30 sec), SISes, located in all domains, run BGP Locality except for those that run the mechanism, 2 Tier
3 ISPs and 2 Tier 2 ISPs run Collaborative BGP Locality. Same Tier
ISPs have peering agreements with each other. Tier 3 ISPs are customers of Tier 2 ISPs. Also Tier 2 ISPs collaborate with their customers (Tier
3 ISPs).
Win for Tier 2 ISPs implementing Collaborative BGP Locality – overall
inter-domain traffic decrease.
No-lose for Tier 3 ISPs implementing Collaborative BGP Locality - traffic
on the inter-domain links remain the same.
No-lose for other domains not implementing Collaborative BGP Locality.
Overall inter-domain traffic observed in those ASes remains on average
the same.
Win (on average) for peers located in Tier 2 ISPs that run Collaborative
BGP Locality.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in Tier 3 ISPs that run Collaborative BGP Locality.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains.
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Tier 2 ISPs do have the incentives to do Collaborative BGP Locality and
ask from their customers (Tier 3 ISPs) to do so, thus concluding in a win
– win situation between them and their end users.
Table 9. Inter-SIS (Splitting Chunks)
ETM scenario
Case

Results

Case

Results

Case

Results

Inter-SIS – Splitting Chunks [2]
Homogeneous peer distribution, hierarchical topology: 13 ASes, 8 of
which contain peers, 3 Tier 2 and 2 Tier 1 transit ASes, SISes, located in
all domains, run BGP Locality, only 2 Tier 3 ISPs, that have a peering
agreement, run Splitting Chunks.
Win for ISP implementing Splitting Chunks – overall inter-domain traffic
decrease. Traffic increased on peering links (where the traffic is exchanged without cost) as well as intra-domain.
No-lose for ISPs not implementing Splitting Chunks. Overall interdomain traffic observed in those ASes remains on average the same.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in domains that run Splitting
Chunks, a little increase or decrease of DL time is observed, but the differences are small.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains.
In case that, ISPs own a large portion of the swarm, such as in this
case, they have the incentives to run Splitting Chunks on top of BGP
Locality.
Homogeneous peer distribution, hierarchical topology: 13 ASes, 11 of
which contain peers (belonging to both Tier 3 and Tier 2), and 2 Tier 1
transit ASes, SISes, located in all domains, run BGP Locality, only 2
ISPs from Tier 2 that have a peering agreement run Splitting Chunks
Win for ISPs implementing Splitting Chunks – overall inter-domain traffic
decrease. Traffic increased on peering links (where the traffic is exchanged without cost) as well as intra-domain.
No-lose for ISPs not implementing Splitting Chunks. Overall interdomain traffic observed in those ASes remains on average the same.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in domains that run Splitting
Chunks, a little increase or decrease of DL time is observed, but the differences are small.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains.
Thus Tier 2 ISPs have the incentives to implement Splitting Chunks and
this will be accepted by their users and by the other ISPs.
Homogeneous peer distribution, hierarchical topology: 13 ASes, 11 of
which contain peers (belonging to both Tier 3 and Tier 2), and 2 Tier 1
transit ASes, SISes, located in all domains, run BGP Locality, only 2 Tier
3 ISPs that have a peering agreement run Splitting Chunks.
Win for ISP implementing Splitting Chunks – overall inter-domain traffic
decrease. Traffic increased on peering links (where the traffic is ex-
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changed without cost) as well as intra-domain.
Win for the upper Tier ISP (Tier 2) on the inter-domain links.
Non-lose for other domains not implementing Splitting Chunks. Overall
inter-domain traffic observed in those ASes remains on average the
same.
Lose (on average) for peers located in domains that run Splitting
Chunks.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains.
Despite the win-win situation between Tier 3 ISPs and their carriers, Tier
3 ISPs will not run Splitting Chunks due to the deterioration on the download times of their end users.
Table 10. Inter-SIS (Combination of collaborative and layered collaborative BGP Locality
approaches and splitting chunks)
ETM scenario
Case

Results

Case

Results

Inter-SIS – Combination of Collaborative and Layered Collaborative
BGP Locality approaches and Splitting Chunks [2]
Homogeneous peer distribution, 8 Tier 3 ASes (1 new peer every 60
sec) 3 Tier 2 ASes (1 new peer every 30 sec), SISes, located in all domains, run BGP Locality except for those running Collaborative BGP Locality, 2 Tier 2 ISPs (with a peering agreement) run Splitting Chunks on
top of Collaborative BGP Locality (and thus all the other ISPs run BGP
Locality).
Win for Tier 2 ISPs implementing Splitting Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP Locality – inter-domain traffic decrease. Traffic increased on
peering links (where the traffic is exchanged without cost) as well as intra-domain.
No-lose for ISPs not implementing Splitting Chunks. Inter-domain traffic
observed in those ASes remains on average the same.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in domains that run Splitting
Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP Locality.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains.
Similar results for Splitting Chunks on top of Layered Collaborative BGP
Locality.
Thus Tier 2 ISPs do have the incentive to do Splitting Chunks on top of
Collaborative BGP Locality and this will be accepted by their users and
by the other ISPs.
Homogeneous peer distribution, 8 Tier 3 ASes (1 new peer every 60
sec) 3 Tier 2 ASes (1 new peer every 30 sec), SISes, located in all domains, run BGP Locality except for those running Collaborative BGP Locality, 2 Tier 2 ISPs (with a peering agreement) run Splitting Chunks on
top of Collaborative BGP Locality; (also their Tier 3 customer ISPs run
Collaborative BGP Locality while all other ISPs run BGP Locality)
Win for ISPs implementing Splitting Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP
Locality – overall inter-domain traffic decrease.
No-lose for their customer ISPs on the inter-domain links.
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No-lose for other domains. Inter-domain traffic observed in those ASes
remains on average the same.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in domains that run Splitting
Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP Locality.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in the customer ISPs.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains.

Case

Results

Case

Results

Similar results for Splitting Chunks on top of Layered Collaborative BGP
Locality.
Thus Tier 2 ISPs do have the incentive to do Splitting Chunks on top of
Collaborative BGP Locality when their customer ISPs run Collaborative
BGP Locality and this will be accepted by their users and by the other
ISPs.
Homogeneous peer distribution, 8 Tier 3 ASes (1 new peer every 60
sec) 3 Tier 2 ASes (1 new peer every 30 sec), SISes, located in all domains, run BGP Locality except for those running Collaborative BGP Locality, 2 Tier 3 ISPs (with a peering agreement) run Splitting Chunks on
top of Collaborative BGP Locality (also their Tier 2 carrier ISPs run
Collaborative BGP Locality and all other ISPs run BGP Locality).
Win for Tier 3 ISPs implementing Splitting Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP Locality – overall inter-domain traffic decrease.
Lose for Tier 2 ISPs that are carriers of the Tier 3 ISPs.
No-lose for other domains not implementing Collaborative BGP Locality.
Overall inter-domain traffic observed in those ASes remains on average
the same.
Lose (on average) for peers located in Tier 3 ISPs that run Splitting
Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP Locality.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in Tier 2 ISPs that are carriers
for Tier 3 ISPs.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains.
Thus Tier 3 ISPs will not implement Splitting Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP Locality since their end users’ performance deteriorates.
Homogeneous peer distribution, 8 Tier 3 ASes (1 new peer every 60
sec) 3 Tier 2 ASes (1 new peer every 30 sec), SISes, located in all domains, run BGP Locality except for those running Collaborative BGP Locality, 2 Tier 3 ISPs and 2 Tier 2 ISPs run Splitting Chunks on top of
Collaborative BGP Locality (while all others run BGP Locality). Same Tier ISPs have peering agreements with each other. Also Tier 2 ISPs collaborate with their customers (Tier 3 ISPs).
Win for Tier 2 ISPs implementing Splitting Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP Locality – overall inter-domain traffic decrease.
No-lose for Tier 3 ISPs implementing Splitting Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP Locality - traffic on the inter-domain links remains the
same.
No-lose for other domains not implementing Splitting Chunks. Overall
inter-domain traffic observed in those ASes remains on average the
same.
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No-lose (on average) for peers located in Tier 2 ISPs that run Collaborative BGP Locality.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in Tier 3 ISPs that run Collaborative BGP Locality.
No-lose (on average) for peers located in other domains.
Thus Tier 2 ISPs have the incentives to run Splitting Chunks on top of
Collaborative BGP Locality and ask from their customers -Tier 3 ISPs- to
collaborate with them.

4.3.4 QoS-aware ETM
Table 11. QoS awareness
ETM scenario

QoS aware [2]

Case

Homogeneous peer distribution (triangular topology), homogeneous access bandwidth, access is bottleneck

Results

Win for the ISP (inter-AS traffic reduced)
Win for the users (average DL times are lower than the same as in
regBT)

Case

Heterogeneous peer distribution (triangular topology), homogeneous access bandwidth, access bottleneck

Results

Win for the ISP (inter-AS traffic reduced, but it depends on size of the AS
with SIS)
Win for the users (average DL times decrease in comp. to regBT in the
AS with SIS, but increase in ASes without SIS. The amount of increased/decreased time depends on the size of the AS)

Case

Homogeneous peer distribution (bike topology), homogeneous access
bandwidth, access is bottleneck

Results

Win for ISPs (inter-AS traffic reduced, more significant reduction when
more ASes use SIS)
Win for the users (the average DL time in AS with SIS is lower comparing
to regBT; if the number of ASes with SIS grows, the average DL time increases but is still lower than in regBT)
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4.3.5 Highly Active Peer (HAP)
Table 12. Static HAP (HAP Selection Metrics and User Behavior)
ETM scenario

Static HAP Case: HAP Selection Metrics and User Behavior [2]

Case

Peer-assisted video-on-demand scenario as above but with the following
refinements: heterogeneous topology (5 customer ISPs with 50, 25, 12.5,
6.25 and 6.25% of peers per AS). All ISPs apply HAP promotion.
Heterogeneous peer upload capacities (250, 200 and 1000 kbps for 30,
30, and 40% of users, respectively).
50% of users are selfish (do not seed) and 50% seed for 60 minutes after
finishing a download. Diurnal usage pattern (3x times higher request
probability during the day time).
The overlay applies locality-aware peer selection.
At first the impact of HAP selection metrics is evaluated, which can be set
to random, seeding ratio, or upload amount. Additionally the bandwidth
increase per HAP is varied (from 1=no promotion to 5=400% more bandwidth per HAP)

Results

Win for the ISPs (the inter-domain traffic is reduced by up to 40%). The
highest benefit is obtained with the upload amount HAP selection metric.
The win situation is also observed for the single ISPs (both regarding the
in- and outbound traffic, where the relative reduction of inbound traffic is
higher for larger ISPs, while the relative outbound traffic reduction is
higher for the smaller ISPs).
Win for the overlay (the server load is reduced by up to 80%). Again upload amount provides the highest benefit.

Case

In this experiment the ratio of promoted peers is varied from 0 to 1.

Results

Win for the ISPs (biggest benefit if 10% of peers are promoted, corresponding to the amount of heavy altruistic users).
Win for the overlay (in particular if 10-20% of peers are promoted corresponding to the amount of heavy users, both altruistic and selfish).

Case

In this experiment the detection of locality-aware users is analyzed.
The percentage of locality-aware users is varied from 0 to 100%.

Results

Win for the locality-aware users (over time they are promoted with an increasing probability that is higher than for locality-unaware users).

Case

Same setup as above but 100% of peers are locality-aware. The impact
of the promotion interval duration is assessed (between 6 and 36 hours).

Results

Win for the ISPs (the highest benefit for longer promotion durations >=18
hours).
Win for the overlay (the highest benefit with the promotion interval of 12
hours. This can be explained with the diurnal traffic pattern where busy
and idle phases have the same duration).
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Table 13. Dynamic HAP with single BitTorrent swarms
ETM scenario

Dynamic HAP with single BitTorrent swarms [2]

Case

Homogeneous peer distribution, homogeneous access bandwidth, access
is bottleneck, triangular topology

Results

Win for the ISP (inter-AS traffic reduced provided that HAP mechanism
attract more peers to use SIS). Win for the users (average DL times are
lower than the same as in regBT, DL times decrease with the increasing
number of HAPs)
Win for the users (promotions to HAPs increase peers download and upload capabilities)

Table 14. Static HAP (Comparison of HAP promotion with and without BGP Locality)
ETM scenario

Comparison of static Highly Active Peer (HAP) promotion with and
without locality-awareness (including early adopter study) [2]

Case

Peer-assisted video-on-demand scenario with servers providing the missing resources. Multiple-swarm scenario (10,000 users, 2,000 videos) with
long-term duration (4 weeks). Five customer ISPs organized in a star topology with homogeneous peer distribution. Servers reside in a separate
domain.
Main metrics is the inter-domain traffic (only for the customer ISPs) and
the load on the content servers (corresponds to the overlay performance
since the servers guarantee stable QoS for users). Also the in- and outbound traffic of ISPs is considered separately if appropriate.
At first the overlay is locality-unaware, while all 5 customer ISPs employ
HAP promotion (for 20% of heavy users) with varying bandwidth increase
per run.

Results

No-Lose for the ISPs (inter-domain traffic is reduced insignificantly).
Win for the overlay (server load is decreased by up to 90%, resulting in
lower delivery costs).

Case

Same setup, but now the overlay does not employ HAP promotion, instead the overlay peers behave locality-aware (i.e. local transfers have
the highest priority, remote transfers the second priority, while the servers
are utilized as a last resort).

Results

Win for the ISPs (both in- and outbound inter-domain traffic can be significantly reduced by up to 30%).
No-Lose for the overlay (the server load remains stable).

Case

The two above setups are combined, i.e. the ISPs apply HAP promotion
while the overlay behaves locality-aware.

Results

Win for the ISPs (the inbound traffic can be reduced by 30-50%).
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Win for the overlay (server load can be reduced by up to 90%).
Case

Again the same setup, but know only one ISP (A) applies HAP promotion,
while the overlay behaves locality-unaware (100% of peers).

Results

Win/No-Lose/Lose for the early adopter ISP A depending on its interconnection agreements regarding the treatment of in- and outbound traffic
(inbound traffic is slightly reduced, but the outbound traffic is increased by
up to 50%).
No-Lose for other ISPs (that do not apply HAP promotion).
Win for the overlay (server load is reduced by up to 50%).

Case

The same scenario with the early adopter ISP A, but now the overlay behaves locality-aware.

Results

Win/No-Lose/Lose for the early adopter ISP A depending on its interconnection agreements regarding the treatment of in- and outbound traffic
(this time the inbound traffic is reduced by up to 50%, while the outbound traffic is again increased by up to 50%).
No-Lose for other ISPs (that do not apply HAP promotion).
Win for the overlay (server load is reduced by up to 50%).

4.3.6 Conclusions
This section summarizes, on a per ETM mechanism basis, the set of qualitative conclusions drawn for the various simulation scenarios adopted for the evaluation of each such
mechanism. Due to the broad spectrum of scenarios simulated and the ample number of
experiments run per scenario, the relevant conclusions are considered very reliable.
For most of these mechanisms, a universally applicable conclusion, such that that "WinWin is always the case", cannot be reached. Indeed, from the outcomes presented here, it
is seen that there are a number of important factors, such as homogeneity vs. heterogeneity of the swarm’s distribution among ASes that have a considerable impact on whether a
mechanism is beneficial for the various players.
Further consolidation of the overall assessment per mechanism is carried out in Section 7,
where the outcomes of the trials (and particularly of the external ones, as presented in the
next Section) are also taken into account, together with a set of additionally relevant issues. Note that simulations were actually the main means of the basic and detailed
evaluation of ETM mechanisms and their behavior, as is most often the case with a new
technical approach in the area of networks. Although additionally ETMs have been actually
implemented and ported to a real ISP network, the selection of these mechanisms to be
deployed, their detailed specification, and the fine tuning of various parameters involved,
was crucial and very much supported by the broad set of reliable simulation results.
To this end, the qualitative results of this Section 4.3 already provide a very strong justification that ETM is a promising approach in several general and practically important
cases.
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5 Trial Results
The external trial had two-fold goal. First, the goal was to show the technical feasibility of
the developed solution, check its stability and performance in real life environment and to
show that integration into real ISP network and operation in prolonged period of time is
possible. The second goal of the trial was to collect detailed usage statistic based on
which ETM mechanisms performance under real life conditions could be analyzed with respect to TripleWin goal.
This section provides details of trial operation, modification and integration work undertaken, mechanisms used to collect and aggregate the data as well as qualitative analysis
of the results.

5.1 Promotion of Trial to PrimeTel’s Customers
A number of steps were taken to attract customers’ attention to the new service. In particular good quality content was secured. A few weeks before the trial started SmoothIT project was presented in PrimeTime magazine targeting non-technical audience. Upon trial
launch all customers were notified and on each consecutive phase start additional invitations were sent out. The trial environment was designed to be user friendly.
From the early stages of trial planning it was understood that quality of the content would
have great impact on level of users’ participation. A number of attempts were made to acquire permission to use good quality titles for the trials, but unfortunately most of those
were not successful. Finally the content for the trial was provided by one of the PrimeTel
partners exclusively for the purposes of the trial and consisted of 15 quality movie titles of
average ~30 minutes duration, covering various tourist destinations around the world. The
content was offered to the customers on a dedicated website in form of gallery with direct
link to torrent files, which once opened would start download and playback. Each movie
was accompanied with a screenshot and short description.
The same website contained the information about SmoothIT projects, the software and
general usage information targeting non–technical audience. The download link was
placed on the home page leading directly to the player setup.
All PrimeTel customers were invited to participate in the trial. The invitation was included in
the monthly newsletter and published in PrimeTime magazine, which is delivered to all
customers free of charge. The potential audience included ~20K customers. In addition a
selected group of ~300 beta testers was invited to join with a separate targeted email. During second and third phases a draw of Sony PlayStation 3 was announced for most active
participant to raise people’s interest. During the trial planning it was estimated that the response rate would be ~5% which would result in ~1000 real users in the system, while the
number of active users was estimated to reach 100 customers. Alas, the trials revealed
much lower participation rate, which could be accounted for fact that content provided did
not meet customers’ expectations.

5.2 Trial-specific Modifications
Certain modifications had to be made in the client software in order to prepare it for the trial as per project requirements or business requirements imposed by the trial environment.
The changes mainly affected the following functionality: supporter algorithm for maintainPage 32 of 94
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ing acceptable QoE, monitoring reports required for results evaluation, and content encoding required by content providers. This section provides a brief account of such changes.
It is important to not that majority of the changes resulted from strict requirement to maintain minimal acceptable level of QoE for customers. Failure to do so would have resulted
in no user activity at all. This requirement further lead to more complex data analysis, involving MLO metric as defined in [4] being used instead of direct QoE measurements,
which required enhanced monitoring component.
5.2.1 Stability and streaming quality
First of all, the preliminary tests performed in December 2009 revealed serious issues regarding the streaming quality of the NextShare version used so far. Even in simple scenarios with few leechers running in an ideal LAN environment the upload utilization of clients
was very low and resulted in high stalling delays. This issue was observed in the
NextShare release version M12 from December 2008 as provided by the P2P-Next consortium. Therefore, a newer M24 (from December 2009) was obtained, which solved this
issued. As a result the whole client-side implementation (including various configurationrelated extensions) was migrated to the newer version of NextShare and required significant implementation effort.
Once migration was complete, the software was thoroughly checked to make sure it adheres to all requirements both technical and usability-wise. These checks revealed significant problems with (a) the software’s stability (resulting from customer torrent format), (b)
background operation, and (c) multiple swarm scenarios. A number of serious usability issues were also noted. The necessary development was undertaken to resolve the problems and bring the client code up to minimal production requirements.
End-user QoE was another issue addressed by the trial preparations. In order to avoid
quality degradations due to insufficient supply of video data a well-dimensioned initial seed
had to be deployed. However, this raised another issue of having too much data coming
from this initial seed, thus, reducing the probability of data uploaded from other peers. As
described in [4] a supporter algorithm was designed to address this issue, in such a way
that only peers missing data close to the current playback deadlines are connected to and
served by the initial seed (supporter algorithm).
Unfortunately, in a real environment the supporter implementation had issues related to
the low size of swarms and missing stability of the Tribler tracker that was a crucial component of the supporter algorithm. In order to solve this issue the following steps were performed:
(1) Instead of the Tribler tracker the official BitTorrent tracker [30] was used for the external trial thus solving the basic tracker-related issues (e.g. departed peers were
never deleted from the tracker’s contact list and returned to new peers, thus, distorting logs).
(2) Instead of the original supporter implementation a simplified solution was used. This
solution modifies the interest signaling of regular peers to assure that only suffering
peers (i.e. missing data in the playout buffers) request data from the initial seed.
Only peers that fulfill the suffering condition (in terms of download speed, playout
buffer fill state) and are not paused are “interested” in receiving data from the supporter. This means that peers are only receiving data from the supporter seed if
they cannot obtain the urgent data from other peers. Normally a seed would disVersion 2.1
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connect any peer from which it receives a not-interested message because it considers such peers as already having downloaded all the data. To overcome this limitation the supporter seed receives an optional parameter “supporter_seed”. If this is
parameter is set, the seed will not disconnect uninterested peers. To achieve that
the modified interested signaling applies only to the connection towards the supporter seed, another configuration parameter “supporter_ips” was introduced and is
configurable via the config file. To this end, the modified interest signaling is applied
only to connections if the counterpart’s IP address is listed in this parameter value.
Two further issues were identified and fixed: (1) A crucial bug was identified and fixed during trial preparations concerned the implementation of the Give-to-get protocol [31]. Here
the mid priority set calculation was incorrect and resulted in chunks being downloaded in a
wrong order. (2) Usage of NextShare-specific Merkle Torrents resulted in frequent client
crashes when an unfinished download was restarted (hash check of already downloaded
chunks failed). Therefore, only regular torrents are used for the trial.
5.2.2 Monitoring
For the purposes of collecting automated client reports a standalone monitoring component was developed. This component implemented server side of the “PhoneHome” protocol available in the NextShare software. It was decided that the component should be implemented as a separate entity as it would only be useful for the purposes of the trial and
its separation would ensure greater stability and easier maintenance should any problems
with core SIS occur. The component acts as a simple HTTP server accepting XMLformatted reports from the clients. These were then stored in raw files, parsed and recorded into MySQL database. Section 5.2 describes the data structures in detail.
Furthermore, client reports already implemented for the show case were extended to include the information about the data source (IOP_flag) to distinguish IoP and regular
peers. Furthermore, in order to compute missed local opportunities statistics about blocks
exchanged with other peers were included into statistics. The latter describe which data
were downloaded from which peer, including the data offset and block length. This is described in more details in Section 5.3.
5.2.3 Configuration, content encryption, and SIS modifications
Furthermore, various configuration parameters previously available to the headless client
(as provided to the internal trial) were ported to the swarmplayer itself. This included upload rate limitation, address of the monitoring component etc.
To obey the restrictions of the copyright-protected content used in the external trial, the
content downloaded by clients had to be encrypted. Therefore, a content decoding algorithm based on AES encryption was added as per requirement of content providers.
The SIS server required almost no modification except for the PrimeTel specific customer
information component that is used by the HAP algorithm. An adapter specific to PrimeTel
was developed and used by the SIS for the trial.

5.3 Data Collection
The data required for assessment of the ETM mechanisms were defined in the [4] and
come from two sources — the client itself and the network monitoring system.
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Data from the clients are collected by the monitoring subsystem in form of periodic (60s
interval) reports sent via HTTP interface in XML format and recorded in the monitoring database. These reports contain raw data about any data transfer performed by the peer on
a per-piece basis as well as a description of the client’s state at the moment the report is
sent. All data are per swarm (swarm id indicated in the report) and aggregated only for the
duration of the session.
Table 15. Monitoring report — General section
Key

Description

timestamp

Unix time stamp when report was generated

down_rate

Current download rate of the peer

down_total

Downloaded content during this session in bytes

up_rate

Current upload rate

up_total

Uploaded content during this session in bytes

Listenport

Port on which client software is listening

t_stall

Time spent in stall state

t_prebuf

Time spent for pre-buffering

iop_flag

Indicates if this is an IoP

Filename

Name of the file (for the purposes of the trial there is always one file per
swarm)

Infohash

Infohash for the swarm

Status

1 – Playing, 2 – Paused, 3 – Stopped

p_played
p_dropped
p_late

Number of pieces player, dropped and arrived late respectively

Progress

Progress of download in percent

The peers section of the monitoring report gives information about peers connected at the
time report was generated. All statistics in this section are on a per–peer basis.
Table 16. Monitoring report — Peers section
Key

Description

up_total

Total bytes uploaded to this peer

Addr

IP/Port of the peer

g2g

Give–to–get algorithm used (always g2g for the trial’ purposes)

Down_str

Coded presentation of Chocked / Interested states. Capitalises either char-
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acter when we're choked (C) and when we're interested (I)
up_str

A string 'cio' which capitalises either character when we're choking the
neighbour (C) and when the neighbour is interested (I), and whether this
neighbour is optimistically unchoked (O).

Down_total Total bytes downloaded from the peer
g2g_score

Score of the peer calculated based on give to get algorithm

up_rate

Upload for the peer

Id

PeerID string

The blockstats section contains detailed information about data blocks downloaded by the
peer since the last report. The block size can be less than a BitTorrent chunk and as such
length/offset is used in reporting. Data are presented as a multidimensional array
Table 17. Monitoring report — Blocks section
Key

Description

0

Piece id (torrent piece)

1

Offset in piece

2

Block length

3

Timestamp when transfer happened

4

Sender IP

5

Sender port

6

Sender peer id

5.3.1 Data aggregation and analysis
As defined in [4] the key aspect of assessing the ETM mechanisms performance in external trial is identifying the Missed Local Opportunities (MLO). Section 6.3.1 of [4] defines
MLOs as “as an event where a local peer is downloading a chunk from a remote location
(also referred to as hit) when there is another local peer seeding this chunk wherefrom its
downloading was possible according to resource availability”. The reduction of this metric
would have meant respective reduction of incurred inter-domain domain as a result of particular ETM (or their combination) being utilized.
For this purpose a data aggregation tool was created which based on the monitoring data
marked the Block transfer records (Table 17. Monitoring report — Blocks section) as MLO.
It is important to understand that due to the nature of the reporting and NMS data it is
close to impossible to identify whether each specific block transfer could have happened
between local peers, i.e. if it is an MLO. Therefore during the analysis only relative comparison will be made.
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During data aggregation the following peer classes are defined:
•

P — Real peer from within PrimeTel network

•

P-A — Automated peer in PrimeTel network

•

G — Automated peer in external domain (GLab)

•

S — Support peer that is physically located in PrimeTel’s domain but considered as
an external peer by all ETM mechanisms.

Figure 5. MLO Identification algorithm
The flowchart in Figure 5 presents the algorithm which was used to process the data to
identify the missed local opportunities. The algorithm identifies block transfers that ocVersion 2.1
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curred between remote and local peers and then based on the knowledge of the state of
other clients attempts to identify if these transfers could have happened between local
peers under ideal circumstances.
1. At the entry point the next potential MLO is fetched, which is an event of transfer of
block B from a remote peer X to local peer to local peer P. It is important that all
other types of block transfers are ignored as irrelevant.
2. This step builds a list L of all potential local peers in local domains who have already acquired block B by this time. This step imposes only one condition: the block
should have been acquired prior to time T. All other conditions are imposed at later
steps by reducing the list. After each list reduction, the size of the list is checked. If
at any point the list is empty algorithm, then the transfer currently examined as a
potential MLO is aborted, as this constitutes a condition when no local opportunities
exist.
3. The next step reduces list L by excluding any peer which is not online at this time. It
is impossible to accurately identify when a peer goes offline therefore a heuristic
approach is used. If the last monitoring report was received over 5 intervals (i.e. 5
minutes) prior to time T the peer is considered offline.
4. Reduce list L by excluding those peers who have all upload slots occupied by other
local peers.
5. If list L is not empty the block B is marked as MLO.
In addition to MLO identification the data were aggregated into sessions and watch sessions. The session is defined for peer P as closed time interval during which the maximum
gap between consecutive messages from the peer is less than 10 minutes. The watch
session is defined for peer P on torrent swarm S as a closed time interval during which
maximum interval between consecutive messages is less than 10 minutes and during
which peer has continuously status = Playing.

5.4 Results
This section presents the results collected during external trial, their qualitative and performance analysis followed by their interpretation from the point of view of ETM comparison and mechanism prototype assessment.
5.4.1 Qualitative assessment of trial data
In this subsection the facts and figures about external trials are presented along discussion
of uncertainties arising in data interpretation and various factors which contributed to overall results credibility.
5.4.1.1 Schedule
The trial has been running in three phases:
• Reference phase when no ETM mechanism was enabled
o November 22nd 2010 — Jan 3rd 2011
• IoP+BGP-Loc phase with two ETM mechanisms running in parallel
o January 3rd 2011 — 8th February 2011
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• HAP phase
o 8th February 2011 — 22nd of March 2011
The deviation from the initial plan was due to unforeseen technical challenges related to
overall stability of the client software code base and problems with supporter algorithm implementation which only manifested themselves under significant load during long period
of time. In particular the tests of the client software revealed a number of problems as well
as overall lack of stability and robustness minimally required for production launch. As the
client code base is a third party product its quality could not be controlled by the project
and resolving the technical problems required significant amount of time which lead to the
delays.
The decision to launch next phase was taken based on attempt to equalize duration of
each phase taking into account practical restrictions due to local holidays which not only
affected the operation of the trials but also customers’ usage pattern.
The following table 18 shows which content titles where available at each phase. Initially
half of the content was made available as it was anticipated that adding new content as
trials progress would raise customers’ interest. These expectations were only partially fulfilled and as participation level during reference phase was rather low it was decided to release all of the content.
Table 18. Content titles availability per phase
torrent id
1
2
3
4
5
7
10
11
12
13
16
18
19
20
21

torrent name
Argentina.mov.tstream
Rio de Janeiro.mov.tstream
Thailand.mov.tstream
Greece.mov.tstream
Barcelona.mov.tstream
SriLanka.mov.tstream
India.mov.tstream
Egypt.mov.tstream
Chile.mov.tstream
Ibiza.mov.tstream
China.mov.tstream
South Africa.mov.tstream
Mexico - Yucatan.mov.tstream
Australia - East Coast.mov.tstream
Australia - Outback.mov.tstream

reference IoP+BGP- HAP
phase
Loc phase phase
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5.4.1.2 Users’ activity
Figure 6 shows the user activity during the trial. It presents the total number of users active
simultaneously. This statistic includes both users actually watching the movie and users
having an application running but not watching the movie. The latter users act as seeders
(seed the content previously downloaded) but do not download the content. It should be
noted that active users sharing different content are summed up. Different colors are used
to distinguish phases of the trial.
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Figure 6. Users' activity during the trials
Figure 7 presents the statistic of the number of users watching any movie at the same
time. The movie watching time is significantly shorter than the time of activity. A user
watches a movie for some time (up to 30 min which is the maximum movie length) while
she might have a Tribler application active for several hours. Therefore, the situation that
two or more peers are watching a movie at the same time is rarer. The spikes on figure 7
are actually time periods related to watching time.
Both figures lead to the conclusion that the user activity in phases with ETM mechanisms
deployed was much higher than in the reference phase. The highest activity was in
IoP+BGP-Loc phase. This is reflected by a significantly higher number of active users than
in the reference phase. A similar conclusion can be derived from the number of users simultaneously watching a movie (maximum 2 in reference phase versus up to 5 in the
IoP+BGP-Loc phase). Moreover, only a 4 day long period of high user activity in IoP+BGPLoc phase can be recognized. The high activity period is indicated by purple color. The
user activity in HAP phase is considerably lower. The lowest participation is observed in
the reference phase. Additionally, within an approximately a 3 week long period (end of
reference phase and beginning of the next) there was no user activity at all. As a result,
the number of data samples available in each phase significantly differs. The diverse user activity leads also to uncertainty in the data interpretation since the results are influenced not only by the ETM mechanism deployment but also by different conditions and
comparisons between phases have essentially limited meaning.
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Figure 7. Number of users simultaneously watching a movie
5.4.1.3 Number of samples
Due to diverse user participation in individual phases the number of samples collected for
each phase also differs. A watch session was selected as a basic data sample.
Few data for the reference phase was collected: total number of watch sessions (with
leeching and downloading) is 9.
The movie was watched in its entirety in only one session. In 3 cases a customer downloaded 49% of the content or more. In 4 out of those 9 cases the percentage of content
downloaded does not correspond to watch session duration. E.g., 32% of content was
downloaded while the movie was watched over 32 minutes, whereas the movie length is
29:55 minutes. Such a situation indicates a Tribler software problem occasionally causing
permanent video freezing. Video watching was possible only after restarting the client.
However, the Tribler software internal bug could not be identified nor fixed. The existence
of the problem could not be validated in a watertight way. In 3 out of 9 cases the watch
session lasted longer than the movie size in seconds. In an extreme situation there was a
watch session with a duration of more than 2.5 hours. If those suspicious cases are eliminated there are only 5 usable observations in the reference phase.
For IoP+BGP-Loc phase only 3-4 days of high user activity were observed, probably mainly originating from offering a reward for the most active user. Eliminating all probably erro-
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neous data the size of obtained a sample equals 31. For HAP phase there are 6 valid
samples.
Such a low number of samples leads to a very low level of statistical significance of the results. It is also reflected by confidence intervals provided for average values (see sections
5.4.2.1 and 5.4.2.2).

Figure 8. The number of full seeders per torrent
5.4.1.4 Uncertainty in data interpretation
As shown in Section 5.4.2 some performance improvement was observed in IoP+BGP-Loc
and HAP phases. However, there is still a high degree of uncertainty whether the observed
effect is really a result of the deployed ETM or originates from other uncontrollable sideeffects always present in a real-life experiment and also the generally different situation of
the swarms. It is observed that the number of simultaneously active users in phases with
ETM deployed was considerably higher as shown in Figures 6 and 7). Additionally, Figures
8 and 9 show the number of active seeders per torrent. Seeders having full (100%) content
or partial (less than 100%) content are distinguished, respectively. Seeders are peers that
are active and known to the tracker but do not download the video. Leechers become full
seeders after they finish the video download and continue watching. Partial and full seeders appear if they start watching and downloading a video but have additionally stored one
or more fully or partially downloaded videos on the hard disk and share it to the swarm.
Figures 8 and 9 show that the number of seeders was much larger during the high activity
period. As a result, the provided upload capacity – independent of IoP or support seed - is
also much higher. Thus, a) the situation of a single downloading peer without additional
swarms in the reference phase and b) the situation of a few peers downloading a video in
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the high activity period with IoP and BGP-Loc active but also up to five additional “real”
seeders online are hardly comparable in particular considering the few sample available.

Figure 9. The number of partial seeders per torrent
Summarizing, the performance metrics used to assess “win” for the players is influenced
by several factors at the same time, which makes the interpretation difficult.
5.4.1.5 Other factors influencing the credibility of results
After a careful analysis of the raw data a bug in calculating the total number of blocks
downloaded during the session as well as MLO statistics was identified. The bug was in
the generation of block reports. To avoid these reports becoming too large, only new statistics since last report were sent each time. Unfortunately, the interval between reports
was configured differently in tests and trial itself. Therefore, some block statistics were not
included in these reports, especially those which were not detected by the assessment intime. As a result, some of the per-session data aggregation provides wrong numbers. It
was recognized that all MLO statistics were influenced in the same way. The same percentage of samples was lost for each watch session. Therefore, the absolute numbers are
lowered proportionally. Thus, comparative qualitative evaluation is still possible. Fortunately it was also possible to accurately estimate missing data about the total number of
blocks on the basis of per-session and per-torrent progress in content download that was
reliably recorded and the total number of blocks per torrent that is known.
5.4.2 Performance analysis
Taking into account the above limitations and remembering that the trial data credibility is
low, the data was processed. Some evaluation results are presented below. They can be
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assessed only qualitatively, as an indicator of a positive impact of ETM mechanisms. Confidence intervals are quite large. This is due to small cardinality of samples.
5.4.2.1 Users’ benefit
In normal conditions a performance metric that could be used to evaluate “win” for endusers is QoE. For video application such as Tribler one of the main metrics is the probability and amount of playback stalling. If the environment guarantees close to zero stalling
probability there is nothing to evaluate, i.e., the introduction of IoP and BGP-Loc does not
have any effect on perceived video quality. Therefore, the trial setup assumes that playback stalling is possible. However, to avoid users giving up participation in the trial due to
low quality, as already explained, the stalling is prevented by adding a support seed functionality (see Section 5.2.2 for more details). In the situation that there is a danger of stalling, the missing block is downloaded from the support seed (that is used only to support
starving real peers). Each block downloaded from supporter was counted per movie playback. The higher number of blocks downloaded from supporter during movie playback,
the lower QoE is expected. This way, statistics of the number of block downloads from
supporter are used indirectly to evaluate impact of ETM deployment on “win” for users.
In the case of the IoP+BGP-Loc phase a “win” situation for customers can be shown in two
ways.
The first approach is based on the fact that the IoP has initially no content. This is due to
the assumption of real IoP deployment conditions. The first peer downloading a movie (not
watched before) creates a new swarm. This swarm is joined also by IoP which starts
downloading as well. For this reason IoP can offer less content for the first downloader and
more and more content for subsequently incoming peers. The first user watching a given
movie is expected to experience a worse performance than its followers.
It may occur that the IoP downloads the torrent file completely during the first download by
user. Then, it can act as seed and offer the whole content to next users watching the movie. It may also happen that IoP do not manage to download the whole content during the
first download by user. Then it will be still a leecher when next users download and watch
the movie. The time needed by IoP to fully download the file depends on a user behavior
and the swarm size. If many real users are interested in the movie at the same time, the
swarm is larger and the IoP can download the movie faster. If only one real user is active
at the beginning the swarm is small (it consists of a real peer and a few automated peers).
If a real peer closes the application, also the automated peers stop working and the IoP
has no longer a source to download the file from.
Summarizing, the IoP offers more and more content to subsequent movie downloaders. As
a result, it is expected that the first movie watcher experiences lower QoE and downloads
more blocks from the support seed than users joining later will do. Such a behavior was
observed during the trial.
Figure 10 shows the sample analysis for three torrents. For each watch session we calculated the probability that a block is downloaded from support seed as:

Pi S =

N iS
N itotal
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where N iS is a number of downloaded from support seed during watch session i while
N itotal is the total number of blocks downloaded during watch session i.
Probability that a block is downloaded from support
seed [%]
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Figure 10. The average probability that a block was downloaded from support seed for
watch session in IoP+BGP-Loc phase
It can be seen that the first download per movie required more blocks to be downloaded
from the support seed. It reflects the fact that the first customer downloading a movie experiences a lower QoE than its followers. It should be noted, that the need for downloading
a block from a support seed depends not only on the IoP share of the content but also on
the instantaneous swarm size (the number of seeders and leechers) and the content
availability in the whole swarm. Therefore, the probability of downloading a block from the
supporter is highest for the first downloader. For consecutive watch sessions it oscillates
depending on temporary conditions but, on average, it decreases.
It can be noticed that users activity was highest for torrent id=18. The first downloader
watched the whole movie. Then 7 other users started watching the same movie within one
hour. At some moment three users were watching (and downloading) simultaneously while
the others were seeding previously downloaded content. Thus, many users were active at
the same time. As a result, the IoP has downloaded the content quickly. In the case of torrent id=5, the first downloader has also downloaded the whole content. However, the user
activity was much lower than for torrent 18. Only three users were watching the movie at
that day. Simultaneous watching was not observed. Nevertheless, the second and the
third watcher experienced better QoE (less probability of downloading a block from support
seed) than the first one. The situation is different for torrent id=2. The user activity was
considerable lower (one download daily). The first and the second user did not watch the
whole movie (they gave up after downloading 55% and 20% of the content, respectively).
As mentioned before, after they closed the application, also the automated peers were
stopped. As a result, the IoP has no opportunity to download the whole movie file. It has
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managed to do so while the third customer watched the movie. It downloaded the whole
content.

Percentage of all blocks downloaded from support seed during
watch session

2,5

2

1,5
Reference
IoP+BGPLoc
HAP
1

0,5

0
Support dow nloads

Figure 11. The probability of downloading a block from a support seed during a watch
session
The second approach assesses the “win” for users in the case of IoP+BGP-Loc and HAP
ETM mechanisms. Here, again, the probabilities that a block was downloaded from the
support seed are compared. For each watch session the probability of downloading a
block from support seed was calculated using the above formula. Afterwards the average
values of this probability for each trial phase (reference, IoP+BGP-Loc and HAP) was calculated as

S [%] = 100

1
Pi S
∑
# watch _ sessions i∈{watch _ sessions}

and expressed in percents. The first downloads of a torrent during IoP phases are omitted
in this calculation (Figure 11).
It can be seen that, on the average, blocks are downloaded from support seed with lower
probability if ETM is in is use.
5.4.2.2 ISPs’ benefit
The assessment of the “win” for an ISP is based on the MLO metric. Due to not enough
reliable data for HAP phase the evaluation was restricted to IoP+BGP-Loc ETM. We compare the average value of MLO metric for the reference phase and the phase with ETM
deployed (the concept of MLO metric is provided in section 5.3.1 and [4]).
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For each watch session the probability that a block downloaded during a watch session is
recognized as MLO is:

Pi MLO =

N iMLO
N itotal

where N iMLO is the number of MLOs observed during watch session i while N itotal is the total number of blocks downloaded during watch session i. Then, the average value from all
sessions is calculated and is expressed in percents as:

Percentage of all pieces downloaded during watch session
recognized as "MLOs"

MLO[%] = 100 ⋅

1
⋅
Pi MLO
∑
# watch _ sessions i∈{watch _ sessions}

0,14

0,12

0,1

0,08

0,06

Reference
IoP+BGPLoc

0,04

0,02

0

MLOs
-0,02

-0,04

Figure 12. MLO statistics for reference and IoP+BGP-Loc phases
The results for reference and IoP+BGP-Loc phases are presented in Figure 12. A little improvement can be observed for IoP+BGP-Loc case. It should be remembered that the
number of samples is not sufficient for statistical credibility (what is also reflected by confidence intervals) and statistics for those two phases are calculated on samples of significantly different sizes. Therefore, the obtained statistic is not a hard evidence but a qualitative positive suggestion that IoP+BGP-Loc offers a benefit to ISP since lower MLO probability reflects lower inter-domain traffic.
Summarizing, on the basis of external trial results safe conclusions about Win for the ISP
cannot be derived from the data. There is some positive evidence, put it is not statistically
reliable, due to insufficient data, resulting from low user participation in the trial.
5.4.3 ETM mechanisms’ comparison
The comparison of performance of ETM mechanisms deployed in the external trial is not
possible on the basis of obtained results. As mentioned before the low user participation
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made the trial environment not reliable enough to provide generalized conclusions neither
on a particular ETM nor for comparing them. Additionally, even the rough qualitative comparison of ETMs is not possible due to significantly different user behavior and swarm
conditions in the IoP+BGP-Loc phase and the HAP phase of the trial. It is only possible to
provide a rough qualitative assessment of each tested ETM mechanism independently
through comparison to the reference phase (without any ETM mechanism deployed) extended by some additional observations, as described above.
5.4.4 External trial results vs. simulation results
A comparison of trial results and simulations results is difficult for several reasons. First, it
must be emphasized that regardless how much realistic the simulation scenario was it is
never possible to reflect unpredictable real Internet environment. Simulations are always
an approximation of reality. They are performed under certain assumptions on network topology, peer distribution and behavior, swam statistics, file sizes, etc. In the simulations
the goal was to emulate conditions as close to reality as possible. Since it is very difficult to
evaluate the impact of numerous factors on performance, most variables of a system are
assumed to be stable in order to evaluate an impact of a single factor. Otherwise, it would
be impossible to distinguish the effect of a single factor if many of them, being highly random, influenced the system at the same time. Instead several simulations scenarios to
evaluate ETM mechanisms under various conditions were distinguished. The influence of
each particular constituent of the system that was recognized as being significant to ETM
assessment was evaluated. Evaluating various factors makes it possible to provide generalized conclusions more credibly.
The trial in a live Internet is different. All factors may be varying and have an impact on the
ETM performance at the same time. Additionally, the human factor is crucial. User behavior introduces an almost unpredictable element to the system, reflecting also sociological
and psychological aspects of the deployment of new application/system deployment. In
general, the trial environment may provide extremely unpredictable and unstable conditions, thus making it difficult to analyze. Such a situation was observed in the external trial. The user participation was highly influenced by the attractiveness of video content and
incentives (offered prizes). As a result a very unstable situation was observed, as described before.
It should be also noted that in simulations a long-lasting steady state was assumed, in
most cases. This means that network conditions and parameters such as peer arrival rate,
average swarm size, etc., were stable during the simulation. In the trial rather bursty behavior of peer activity was observed. Additionally, the swarm size is, on average, quite
small in the trial. Such scenarios were not evaluated by simulations.
For the above reasons it was decided not to compare simulation and trial results directly.
The only meaningful comparison is putting together the high level conclusions on ETM
performance and usability. The simulation and trial results are treated as complementary
rather than as comparable results that should confirm one another.
5.4.5 Assessment of the ETM prototype
The goal of the trial was not only to assess win/win for ISP and customer but also to evaluate other aspects of the implementation in a real environment. In this area, the outcome
from the external trial is clear.
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The trial proved that intended functionality of BGP-Loc, IoP and HAP was achieved. The
system was stable. The client software as well as SIS implementation worked without any
problems in a life network for three months. In fact, no complaints were indicated by the
participants. No problems were observed with the IoP implementation and mechanism
promoting peers to HAP status. The network management mechanisms involved worked
as specified, and granted additional access bandwidth to customers as expected.
No problems with system scalability were observed either. However, it should be noted
that the system load during the external trial was lower than in the internal trial. Therefore,
the conclusion on a level of system scalability should be based mainly on the internal trial
experiment. The external trial showed that no scalability problems appeared in live network, but very high load was not reached.
5.4.6 Socio-economical impact
In this section, we briefly address the socio-economical impact of the ETM mechanisms
evaluated in the external trial that took place in PrimeTel's real network. The SmoothIT external trial is divided into three phases: i) reference, where no ETM was deployed or used,
ii) BGP-Loc+IoP, and iii) HAP phase. Based on results obtained during the external trial
that have been presented in Section 5.4.2, we aim at assessing the achievement of TripleWin when ETM mechanisms are deployed; in particular we assess whether each player
achieves a lose, no-lose or win situation.
ETM employs socio-economic concepts and mechanisms, to deal with the overlay traffic in
a way that is incentive compatible for all parties involved, and thus, ETM leads the system
to a situation that is mutually beneficial for all end users, overlay providers and ISPs, the
so-called "TripleWin" situation. The "TripleWin" translates to traffic savings and therefore
cost savings for the ISP and QoE improvements for the overlay and the end-users. In the
external trial, "win" for ISP is measured by a metric called MLO (missed local opportunity),
therefore the lower the MLO, the higher the gain for the ISP; while "win" for the ovelay and
the users is measured by the average number of blocks downloaded by the support seed.
As also indicated in Section 5.4.1.2, due to low user participation, we cannot draw secure
conclusions from the trial results. However, we can only qualitatively assess the socioeconomical impact of the ETM evaluated.
Fig. 10 showed that the probability of blocks downloaded by the support seed has decreased for three swarms during the BGP-Loc+IoP phase (e.g. 21/1 - 26/1). Additionally,
Fig. 11 depicts that the average number of blocks downloaded by the support seed during
a watch session is lower when the HAP mechanism is deployed. Lower probability of support seed use or lower number of blocks downloaded by the support seed implies higher
performance due to the ETM mechanism deployed, and therefore a "win" situation for users. Unfortunately, results on the assessment of "win" for the IoP during this watch session
are not secure, since confidence intervals are very broad due to few data samples.
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6 SmoothIT in the Current Internet
Additionally, besides the incentive, numerical, and performance investigations, the approach proposed by SmoothIT had been evaluated with respect to the consumer and data
protection views as well as the intellectual property rights and under competition views.
Therefore, this section concludes with the discussion of potential risks.

6.1 Regulatory Issues and Network Neutrality
Four areas of consideration have been identified from a legal and regulatory point of view
for the SmoothIT system and, primarily, the set of ETM mechanisms investigated. From a
European perspective, these areas embrace the following domains of law and regulation:

• Consumer protection
• Data protection and privacy
• Intellectual property rights
• Competition issues, including network neutrality
6.1.1 Consumer protection
The European Union (EU) has released 10 principles of consumer protection [11] determining a minimum standard applicable in all Member States. Member States might implement more strict rules on consumer protection, and the specific Member State implementation of the 10 principles might differ in details from Member State to Member State, but
the set of 10 principles is binding. These 10 consumer protection principles concern
SmoothIT mainly in terms of contractual issues and fair commercial practices. Other concerns such as product safety are of secondary interest only.
A service provider (ISP, in our case) making use of SmoothIT ETMs needs to consider for
the relationship with a consumer – i.e., with a service customer that consumes contracted
services for private, non-commercial use – the following:

• The terms of an ETM mechanism in use have to be included in the contract the
service provider has with the consumer. This has to be done in a visible,
understandable (plain language) manner, not in paraphrased legal speak nor in a
hidden way (e.g., attachment to a contract). Transparency is especially important in
case an ETM is offering economic incentive to a consumer and if this incentive is in
direct relation to a service provider’s main contractual obligation. For instance, in
case of BGP-Loc employed by the user’s client in conjunction with a discount, an
ISP’s main obligation of providing connectivity is (potentially) influenced by the
ETM.
• In case an ETM is covered by a contractual agreement between the service
provider and consumer, the consumer has to be granted the right to retreat from
such a contract within seven working days. If services are provided cross borders, a
consumer has to be provided effective means for dispute resolution. The EU
Brussels I 0 and Rome I [16] regulations include rules of jurisdiction and applicable
law, respectively, for contracts with consumers.
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• ETM services shall not be activated automatically, i.e., without consumers having
expressed intent to obtain them.
6.1.2 Data protection and privacy
The right to privacy determines one of the basic rights in the EU. It is explicitly addressed
in article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights [17]. This basis has been taken up in
more detail in two EU directives, the first on the processing of personal data (directive
95/46EC [12]) and the second on the processing of personal data and the protection of
privacy in the electronic communications sector (in relation to telecommunications services
as opposed to content services; directive 2002/58/EC [15]).
The legislation mentioned is of principle relevance to a service provider making use of
ETM as [12] governs “the processing of personal data wholly or partly by automatic
means, and to the processing otherwise than by automatic means of personal data which
form part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system.” This leads to an
understanding needed in terms of what is defined as personal data. Personal data is defined in [12] to embrace “[...] any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person [...]”. In case an ETM treats data that can be traced back (directly or indirectly) to
an individual, i.e., a service user, such data is personal data. By consequence, the service
provider would have to respect the following principles:
1. Any personal data must be collected for an explicit purpose. Hence, the service
provider has to be clear about each data item’s relation to the ETM’s purpose.
Anything beyond this purpose is to be avoided. Alternatively, a data collection
process may be freed from personal data completely.
2. A service provider is required to obtain explicit and unambiguous consent by an
individual about whose personal data is collected and processed by an ETM. In
case special categories of personal data are processed such as data revealing
religious beliefs or concerning health, even more strict requirements may apply.
Again, in order to avoid such requirements, a service provider may avoid the
collection and treatment of personal data completely – which however would
include that an individual cannot even be traced indirectly.
Therefore, depending on a specific ETM, data protection and privacy implications may be
considerable. For instance, if an ETM involves caching techniques that allow for (indirect)
tracing of individuals, e.g., by combination with IP flow data, a service provider would have
to ensure an individual’s rights related to data protection and privacy as stated in [12] and
[15]. This is of special concern to the ISP-Owned Peer (IoP) and Highly Active Peer (HAP)
ETMs, since the ISP needs to, at least temporarily, store IP addresses or even account for
peer activity, in case of the latter. In case of BGP-Loc, providing locality of IP addresses
also needs to be done carefully, e.g. coarsely enough, not to reveal privacy-sensitive information about users.
6.1.3 Intellectual property rights
Intellectual property rights (IPR) embrace a set of intangible assets in terms of copyright,
patents, trademarks, and further related rights (e.g., domain names). For SmoothIT, patents (and less probably trademarks and other neighboring rights) may constitute instruments of interest to protect innovation achieved within the project. With respect to legal or
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regulatory impact, however, copyright is seen as the most important area in IPR that a
service provider making use of ETM might have to be aware of.
Intellectual right and other legal issues have been identified for the case of P2P networks
from the very beginning of their existence [9]. P2P networks employ fully distributed architectures and allow commodity PCs of end-users to cooperate and exchange content capitalizing the bandwidth of end-nodes. The problem lies in the fact that P2P networks have
been associated widely with the sharing of illegal and not copyrighted content.
In the EU, there is a row of copyright-related legislation in place. Some of which are dealing with procedural aspects and Member State copyright enforcement harmonization (e.g.,
Directive 2004/48/EC), while others are concerned with the actual term of protection (e.g.,
Directive 2006/116/EC). The main EU legislation on copyright in the information society is
found in Directive 2001/29/EC [13].
The directive differentiates three types of rights in relation to copyrighted material: reproduction right, right of communication to the public, and the distribution right. In general,
these rights are attributed exclusively to the copyright owner, normally the author of a
work. Any ETM mechanism making use of caching and/or replicating techniques and/or
being involved in the support of content lookup, retrieval, or distribution may risk to inflict
with the right to reproduction and the right to distribution.
Especially in cases where a service provider uses an ETM – which it may even promote
actively and for which it may even provide financial or technical incentives to users – in a
peer-to-peer file sharing context, the service provider may see itself liable for supporting
copyright infringements. This may be of particular concern to the IoP ETM, since the ISP
would store content that potentially infringes copyright law, but also with BGP Locality
(BGP-Loc) and HAP ETM mechanisms, since they give incentives for users to participate
in file-sharing, which may include illegal content. In this light, Art. 6 [13] states that “Member States shall provide adequate legal protection against the circumvention of any effective technological measures, which the person concerned carries out in the knowledge, or
with reasonable grounds to know, that he or she is pursuing that objective.” Even an ETM
in support of the distribution and reproduction of copyrighted material might not be perceived to qualify as a means to circumvent a technological measure protecting copyright
(e.g., Digital Rights Management, DRM, technology), a service provider might be attributed
with a previous act (by a third party) of circumventing DRM.
However, since Content Distribution has been identified as a key revenue opportunity for
ISPs and Telecom Operators, research has been done recently towards the development
and deployment of authentication and billing systems along with distributed peer-assisted
content distribution. Such a capability could allow ISPs to deal with the intellectual property
rights issue as well as gain a larger portion of the revenue paid for content. For instance, in
[6], an architecture is proposed for helping ISPs and carriers exploit advantages of P2P
content distribution networks within a legal framework. Additionally, the use of caches such
as IoP to assist the content distribution is also considered in this architecture.
In conclusion, a service provider has to assess the trade-off between economic efficiency
by help of the ETM in question and a potential involvement in copyright infringement in
certain application context or the deployment cost of an authentication and billing architecture for legal content distribution. The respective risk assessment will reveal whether there
is a net benefit in a given scenario. What a service provider, however, will have to consider
in any case is that an ISP’s typical defense against copyright claims – that of ignorance
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due to a lack of knowledge about potential copyright infringements, since an ISP is providing connectivity and the content-agnostic forwarding of data bits only – will not hold any
longer as soon as a service provider is interfering on content level. Nevertheless, in any
case, the aforementioned legal issues do not diminish the value of ETM mechanisms and
their benefits, because peer-assisted approaches are applied extensively for the distribution of legal content too.
6.1.4 Competition
Competition law in the EU is mainly concerned with avoiding significant market power of
dominating players and with ensuring the free flow of services within the internal European
market. In this context, an area of specific interest to SmoothIT and its ETMs is in the network neutrality debate. For instance, a promoted preference ranking of internal (ISPowned) peers may raise anti-competitive concerns with service providers in other autonomous systems yet covering the same customer base, especially when a user is provided
by its service provider with economic incentives to consider the preference ranking. This is
also relevant to the BGP-Loc ETM, since it is shown to improve performance of P2P applications particularly in larger ISPs while potentially hindering users of smaller ISPs.
At this stage, there is no specific network neutrality act in place in the EU. Political discourse has started, while it remains unclear what its outcome will be. For telecommunication services, the Access Directive [14] ensures non-discriminating access and interconnection. For the specific case of inter-ISP optimizations as foreseen by the SmoothIT system and the respective ETMs, a full regulative assessment cannot be performed unambiguously at this time. Moreover, when an ISP makes an agreement directly with an overlay
provider, to mutually apply an ETM mechanism, this could potentially raise network neutrality issues, due to the performance advantage of the ETM-capable application to the
other ones. However, this may not be an issue in case ETM is offered as a possibility to all
overlay providers. As a general advice, however, a service provider is recommended to
assess compatibility with competition law when making use of an ETM related to differentiated pricing, adapted market behavior of an actor, or economic incentives provided to a
service user.

6.2 ETM – Potential Risks
A SWOT analysis has been performed by different SmoothIT partners and it was detailed
in [21] This analysis has considered main perspectives:

• Scenarios considered for the specification of the SmoothIT solutions and the migration of these solutions to other scenarios and/or applications.
• The results of the different evaluation activities (analytical studies, simulations, and
trial).
• The complexity to adapt an application to use the SmoothIT based solutions.
• The way related activities are being done in the rest of the Internet environment,
how they are evolving and whether and how they can compete with SmoothIT
based solutions.
The main conclusions of this analysis are shown in Table 19.
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Table 19. SmoothIT SWOT analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

A large variety of ETM mechanisms have been investigated.
Simulations have been performed in small, medium and
large scale scenarios.
Flexible architecture.
Benefits of ETM mechanisms have been demonstrated in
different scenarios.
An easily extensible simulator has been developed.
BGP-Loc and Inter-SIS are compliant with the ALTO approach and are part of the standardization activities

ETM mechanisms only simulated and also tested in the
internal trial but not deployed in large scenarios yet.
The SmoothIT system implemented has not yet
reached product grade.
There is no one-size-fits-all ETM solution.

Opportunities

Threats

Filing patents for ETM mechanisms.
New developments could be done based on ETM mechanisms to enhance cache techniques.
Potentially easy extension to include non-P2P applications.
ETM mechanisms could be considered by an operator in
order to reduce its operational costs.
High interest in SIS-like solutions due to ALTO.

Competition with other platforms.
Legal issues.
Decreasing market relevance of P2P traffic.
Implementation and maintenance costs can prevent
operators to deploy these solutions.
Decreasing inter-domain traffic costs.

This analysis has revealed that within the SmoothIT Project not only several ETM mechanisms were evaluated, but also a significant part of them have been simulated, implemented, and developed in short, medium and large scenarios. The embracing insight
gained and experience made within these activities is of highest importance for exploitation purposes since the benefits identified of the ETM mechanisms in [19] could be
achieved in real networks — an achievement of great value with respect to future commercialization of SmoothIT innovations. Nonetheless, the implemented SmoothIT system
constitutes a prototype, which is the contractually envisioned outcome of an FP7 research
project. This research prototype, thus, is not an industry-grade product, and so the SmoothIT project has identified the according steps needed towards commercial exploitation.
For example, the SmoothIT system will have to deal with some important issues such as
security or intellectual rights in order to reach the mentioned commercial product grade.
6.2.1 Architecture security
The security aspects considered during the implementation of the SmoothIT architecture
are based on the ITU-T Recommendation X.805. This document “defines the general security-related architectural elements that when appropriately applied can provide end-toend network security” [7].
The recommendation defines vulnerability of the communications systems, threats, attacks
and three security layers: infrastructure security, service security and application security.
Eight security dimensions can protect a communications system against passive and active threats. They should be considered during a new communications system design. The
security dimensions are:
– Authentication,
– Access control,
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– Non-repudiation,
– Data confidentiality,
– Communication security,
– Data integrity,
– Availability, and
– Privacy.
In deliverable D3.2 „Initial Documentation of Engineering and Implementation” [34] we presented the security dimensions, also called: requirements and SmoothIT external interfaces (Table 2 of deliverable D3.2). Some possible solutions to protect external interfaces
against threats were considered.
With reference to the SmoothIT architecture, four external interfaces were indicated (we
assumed that external interfaces are open to attacks). The outside interfaces are:
– Admin interface,
– Inter-SIS interface,
– Network interface, and
– Overlay application interface.
To ensure security of the SmoothIT architecture, the security component was designed
and implemented. The main objective of the Security component is protection against active and passive threats. The security component supports all implemented ETM mechanisms. Below, the security dimensions implemented by SmoothIT are collected:
-

Authentication refers to logins and passwords. The credentials are stored in the
database but in a secure format. The MD5 hash algorithm [8] is used to hide plaintext passwords. This algorithm calculates 128-bit hash. Hash function is a one-way
function — it is infeasible to find an original message (password) that has a given
hash. Therefore, even if an intruder has access to server, it will not be able to obtain
the passwords.

-

Authorization (access control) is based on specific roles and permissions. In particular, an administrator has permissions to read and change internal configuration
of the SIS server. Roles and permissions are stored in the database.

-

Non-repudiation is ensured by means of a dedicated mechanism that assures the
accounting service. This service is able to collect all necessary information about
used resources and established client-server connections (identity of entity, date,
event name, result of event, etc.).

-

Data confidentiality and data integrity assures secure transfer of sensitive information without the imperceptible change of information. It is integrated by means of
encryption and signing provided by the WSsecurity services of JBoss. The asymmetric cipher was considered to protect the data: PKI (Public Key Infrastructure)
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and X.509 certificates. This solution is based on the mechanisms implemented with
the SSL (Secure Socket Layer) technique.
-

Sometimes an administrator may close the admin web console without logging out.
In that situation the session is still open and an intruder can intercept authorized
session without authentication. Therefore a special mechanism that protects the
system was implemented: the security component does not allow caching passwords in order to avoid unauthorized access to system. This is one of those services, which ensures communication security.

6.2.2 ETM vulnerabilities
To avoid the violation of security, the non-functional requirement R15 was defined (considered in the deliverables D3.1 and D3.4 “Economic Traffic Management Systems Architecture Design” [35], [36]). It defines basic security services which should be implemented
to ensure data protection. To meet this requirement, the security component with many
security services was designed and implemented.
During the implementation of security the crucial issue is proper balance between security
and performance of the system. Too many protection mechanisms implemented in the protocol can completely degrade efficiency. Therefore, we deployed crucial security services.
Additionally, a system administrator can turn on or turn off these services.
Security mechanisms and algorithms can protect the system against many attacks but we
are not able to create an absolute secure system. Therefore we have to be aware of passive and active threats, which can be preformed against SmoothIT system with ETM
mechanisms.
-

Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks can be performed to
prevent or inhibit normal use of server. Such attacks could be performed by flooding
the system with unwanted traffic. For example attackers can send a few thousand
requests in the same time by means of a network of bots (computers with malicious
software). The system will not be able to work properly. Availability assurance, additional network devices (i.e. Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems) as well as right
architecture of system can decrease the probability of successful DoS and DDoS
attacks.

-

When an intruder pretends to be a trusted entity, we have masquerade attack (or
spoofing). An attacker can intercept request from client and introduce itself as a
trusted entity. Authentication service is the best solution to prevent right entities
from these kind of attacks. Nevertheless, users of the system may decrease the security level of this service (i.e. by using the simple and dictionary passwords). Then,
an intruder is able to collect some privacy and/or confidential information from system.

-

Many different overflow attacks exist in network environment. Attackers could try
to modify original format of message (i.e. the number of peers which have desirable
content) and take control of system or cause abnormal behaviour of system be
done. Therefore, very important issue is a high quality implementation process to
avoid exceeded data fields in exchanged messages in network.
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-

An intruder could be interested in changing content of exchanged messages in
network. The effect of this attack could be ineffective management of overlay network. Good protections from the modification of content are encryption (by means
of ciphers) and data integration (by means of one-way hash functions).

-

Eavesdropping is an attack when an intruder listens to things he/she is not supposed to hear. Even if the content of messages are encrypted, by means of this
kind of attack some privacy information about interests and behaviours of entities
can be collected.

6.3 SmoothIT’s Societal Embedding
In this chapter, the set of major and SmoothIT-relevant legal issues and security consideration was discussed. Four different domains of law and regulation were presented: consumer protection, data protection and privacy, intellectual property rights, and competition
issues (including network neutrality). Also a security architecture was presented as well as
general ETM vulnerabilities (problems with availability, masquerade, overflow attacks,
changing content, and eavesdropping).
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7 Overall Assessment
The final Triple-Win assessment of ETM mechanisms proposed in the project was intended to be based on a variety of evaluations, encompassing numerous simulation scenarios, modeling work, as well as the internal and external trials. Different evaluation
methods provide a broad view of the system and make it possible to have a complete vision of the system. The general approach was to use simulations and models to evaluate
a number of factors influencing the performance of ETM independently. Under the welldefined assumptions (e.g., stable environment, swarm size, or peer behavior) a selected
system parameter (or sometimes more of them) was changed in order to evaluate its impact on the system. Although the simulation scenarios were defined carefully to assure
they reflect the real system in detail, the trial experiments were designed to verify the system performance in a real environment of the Internet. However, due to the described
problems faced with the external trial, the latter provides only rough qualitative assessment, which is considered as supplementary and inadequately reliable. As described
above (Section 5.4.4), the simulation and trial results cannot be compared directly.
The metrics of Triple-Win are provided in Section 4.1.1. Metrics of “Win” for an ISP and
end-user are well defined. They were used in all evaluations. During the project conduct,
the metric of “Win” for an overlay provider appeared to be less obvious. Most of simulation
experiments involved BitTorrent file sharing application. In this case, the overlay “Win” was
not always directly evaluated. It was assumed that it is mostly aligned with end-user’s
“Win”. If the download time for all users is decreased on average, it is a benefit for the
whole swarm. As a consequence, the content availability is increased in the overlay.
Therefore, “Win” situation for overlay is identified with “Win” for end-user, in most cases.
A more interesting aspect is the assessment of “Win” for the overlay provider in the case of
a video application. In addition to the above “Win” metric used for file-sharing application,
we may evaluate the load of content provider servers. It was done only for selected simulation scenarios for the HAP mechanism. It should be noted that it raises an interesting research topic related to Content Distribution Networks (CDN). Especially, the combination
of CDN and P2P technologies with support of overlay traffic management methods (including such as considered in SmoothIT) are currently on focus. However, these subjects were
not explicitly addressed by SmoothIT.
Table 20 presents an overview of the methods used to evaluate ETM mechanisms. It
summarizes the most significant ETM mechanisms that were introduced and developed in
the project. Three of them, namely BGP-Loc, IoP, and HAP were implemented within the
main SmoothIT software release and evaluated in the external trial. Actually, IoP and
BGP-Loc were deployed together. These ETM mechanisms were most widely evaluated. It
should be noted that during the last year of the project, a lot of attention was devoted to
ETM mechanisms based on the Inter-SIS communication and collaboration between ISPs.
As a result of the work on this topic (which had started in the second year), three Inter-SIS
based mechanisms were recognized as very promising and giving opportunities to improve
locality awareness mechanisms: (a) cost and route asymmetry aware peer rating, (b) Peer
grouping, and (c) collaborative BGP-Loc taking into account business agreements among
ISPs. These were also quite widely evaluated by simulations. An Inter-SIS communication
protocol was proposed and specified [33]. This work was also followed by implementation
of an Inter-SIS protocol. Also a peer rating functionality that uses cost and route asymmetry information was implemented.
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Table 20. A map of ETM mechanisms considered in the SmoothIT project
5

BGP-Loc
IoP
HAP
cost/asymmetry aware
Peer grouping
Inter-SIS
Collaborative BGP-Loc
Information asymmetry
QoS awareness

5

3

Win
Win2
Win
Win
Win
Win
Win/lose
Win/no-lose

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

external trial

internal trial

implementation

simulation

model

specification

ISP

Win/no-lose1
Win
Win
Win
win4
Win/no-lose
Lose/win
Win/no-lose
end-user

General assessment

“Win” for user depends on a swarm size, AS, and access rate. Especially peers in large ASes win. Performance for
peers in small ASes may be improved e.g., by Peer grouping mechanism
“Win” is more significant for small ASes, especially if combined with locality awareness
Implementation based on SmoothIT release 2.2, developed independently of external trial activities
Peers in small ASes win in comparison to BGP-Loc without inter-SIS collaboration (when they may lose). Resulting situation for peers is mostly “no-lose”. The same for the whole swam on the average.
BGP-Loc and IoP were deployed together in the external trial

As presented in Table 20, proposed ETMs were evaluated in various ways:
• Simulations
• Analytical models,
• The internal trial, and
• The external trial.
The primary goal of both simulations and modeling was to assess a Win-Win situation associated with an ETM mechanism deployment and its robustness. Numerous simulation
scenarios were defined to verify ETM mechanisms under various conditions, as described
in Section 4. The only ETM mechanism not evaluated by simulations is DynLoc, which was
modeled and verified numerically with a limited set of experiments, involving a simple generator of inter-domain traffic. This partial numerical evaluation dealt with inter-domain traffic reduction in terms of 95th percentile metric. It addressed “win” for the ISP only, for
which it provided positive evidence. This is intuitively expected since DynLoc applies locality only when inter-domain traffic is high. For the time intervals that locality is employed,
users also are expected to benefit if BGP-Loc is in a "win" for the same set-up. Overall, it
can be argued that DynLoc is a “win” for the end-users, whenever BGP-Loc is a "win" too.
Analytical modeling has also significantly supported evaluation and dimensioning of IoP,
by means of an approximate Markov model quantifying the transient evolution of a swarm
with and without an IoP. Moreover, an innovative unified game-theoretic framework was
developed to analyze ISP interactions and dynamics due to ETM.
The primary goal of the internal trial was to evaluate the scalability and stability of a SIS
implementation, a Tribler client and an IoP prototype. The results [20] were in general satisfactory and informative. The SIS implementation was proved to be scalable and being
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able to provide response up to 20 requests per second. The Tribler client proved to provide reasonable performance and high stability. The internal trial conclusions were taken
into account during the preparation of the external trial. Especially, detected problems with
the SIS implementation were solved before porting the prototype to the external trial. Additionally, the internal trial evaluated the performance of two ETM mechanisms: BGP-Loc
and IoP. Experiments confirmed the performance predicted by simulations and showed
that both mechanisms can lead to a Win-Win situation (ISP/end-user). The effect of interdomain traffic reduction grows if the domain implementing BGP-Loc has more seeds. The
usage of the IoP combined with the BGP-Loc ETM has been demonstrated as an effective
mechanism to reach a Win-Win scenario [20]. Moreover, an small test-bed was implemented for exploitation purposes, where the efficiency of the IoP and BGP-Loc combinations were evaluated. The test-bed emulated a local ISP with a few peers. However, peers
joined a real swarm, so the conditions of the swarm could not be controlled. Even with the
small-scale set-up and the not totally controlled environment, the IoP demonstrated good
properties since, under certain circumstances, it offered a decrease of up to 60% for the
P2P inter-domain traffic and up to 50% of the average download times.
The goal of the external trial was to evaluate not only a Win-Win situation in an operating
network but also to verify system’s robustness, scalability and usability. These issues were
described in Section 5.4.5, devoted to external trial results.

Large traffic savings,
low OPEX/CAPEX
Low traffic savings,
large OPEX/CAPEX

Win for ISPs

Table 20 provides also a very general and concise assessment of “Win” provisioning opportunity of ETM mechanisms. Based on latest simulation results, it updates the assessment provided in Section 6.6 of deliverable D2.4 [2].

Win-Win

ETM 1

ETM 2
Lose-Lose
Deteriorated quality-ofexperience for users

Small improvement for
users perceived quality

Substantial improvement
of users’ experience

Win for users
Figure 13. The idea of a win-win space map
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7.1 Assessment of ETMs
The remainder of this section provides a summary of Triple-Win assessment based on input data from all evaluation methods. The assessment of each particular ETM is provided
below. In general, a qualitative assessment of ETM mechanisms is presented using traffic
savings and user performance as metrics of “win”. In order to present the range of benefits
for ISPs and users offered by ETM mechanisms and to compare them, the ETM mechanisms are positioned on a Win-Win space map. The idea of the space map is introduced in
Figure 13. The x-axis reflects the situation of a customer while the y-axis presents an ISP’s
situation. CAPEX and OPEX provided in y-axis label have an informative meaning. Detailed cost-benefit analysis is provided in Section 8.
7.1.1 BGP-Loc
BGP-Loc ETM was broadly and extensively evaluated, being the basic ETM mechanism.
The impact of several factors was taken into account including: peer distribution, ETM deployment by ISPs, impact of access bandwidth bottleneck, etc. The most interesting results are provided in Tables 21 and 22.
It was recognized that in the case of a homogeneous peer distribution end-users perceive
a “No-Lose” situation while the ISP “Wins”. An ISP’s benefit grows with its local swarm
size. It was also shown that an inter-domain bottleneck has an impact on the users’ situation. Their situation changes from no-lose to win if the inter-domain links become the bottleneck (Figure 14). However, since homogeneous peer distribution is hardly realistic in the
Internet, heterogeneous peer distributions were considered.
Table 21. Summary of assessment of "Win" for BGP-Loc: Impact of peer distribution
and ETM deployment
Homogeneous
peer distribution;
All promote locality
ISP
peer
1.

Heterogeneous peer distribution;
All promote locality

Win
No-Lose

“large” AS

“small” AS

Win
Win

Win/ No-Lose
Lose

Heterogeneous peer distribution;
Only selected
ASes promote locality
AS promoting
AS not promotlocality
ing locality
Win1
No-Lose
Win
Lose

Larger savings for larger ASes and if more ASes promote locality

Table 22. Summary of assessment of "Win" for BGP-Loc: impact of access bandwidth
Two classes of ISP

ISP
peer
1.

ISP with slow access
links
Win
Lose1

ISP with fast access
links
Win
Win1

Each ISP has two types of access links: slow
and fast
slow access users
fast access users
Win
Win

Lose

Lose for overlay as a whole

In a realistic scenario derived from swarm measurements the ISP deploying BGP-Loc may
always expect to benefit. It was also recognized that if some ISPs deploy ETM, then this
strengthens the incentive for other ISPs do so as well (to achieve inter-domain traffic reduction and improve performance of its customers). However, the situation of ISP’s peers
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BGP-Loc

BGP-Loc

local swarm size

Large traffic savings,
low OPEX/CAPEX
Low traffic savings,
large OPEX/CAPEX

Win for ISPs

is not obvious. Depending on the conditions, their situation after ETM deployment may be
either “Win”, “No-Lose” or even “Lose”. The following main factors influencing user performance were recognized: local swarm size, size of the whole swarm, inter-domain bottlenecks, and access bandwidths. The positive effect of BGP-Loc on peers’ performance is
stronger if the inter-domain link is the bottleneck. If the bottleneck effect grows, the situation of users moves from “No-Lose” to “Win”. It was also shown that peers in a domain
sharing a small fraction of a large swarm may even lose. The impact of the local swarm
size on Win-Win is presented in Figure 15. . The impact of the access link speed is summarized
in
Table 22.

inter-domain
bottleneck

Deteriorated quality-ofexperience for users

Small improvement for
users perceived quality

Substantial improvement
of users’ experience

Win for users
Figure 14. Win-Win space map for BGP-Loc ETM, homogeneous scenario
Summarizing, BGP-Loc offers a clear Win-Win situation for large ISPs with a large local
share of a large swarm. The main concern about BGP-Loc is that in some cases (i.e. of a
small ISP) the “Win” for end-users might be little or non-existent. Then, users have little
incentive to implement locality. If users have better performance while not using ETM, they
will not cooperate with their ISP. Therefore, an ISP should deploy additional mechanisms
to make the situation beneficial for its customers as well. An example is Peer grouping, an
ETM using an Inter-SIS collaboration. It should be also noted that it is very difficult for a
user to recognize the “win” since the user is participating not in a single but in a large
number of swarms and the perceived “win” is an average.
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Large traffic savings,
low OPEX/CAPEX
Low traffic savings,
large OPEX/CAPEX

Win for ISPs

Public

Deteriorated quality-ofexperience for users

Small improvement for
users perceived quality

Substantial improvement
of users’ experience

Win for users
Figure 15. Win-Win space map for BGP-Loc ETM, heterogeneous scenario
7.1.2 Inter-SIS based extensions to locality awareness
Investigating the mutual influence of deployment of ETM mechanisms in different domains,
the project recognized that collaboration between ISPs may provide further benefits for all
players. The basis for such solutions is an information exchange between SISes located in
different domains. For this reason a generic Inter-SIS communication protocol was proposed. The information exchange between SISes may be used for a variety of mechanisms supporting BGP-Loc. Three solutions were developed by SmoothIT:

• Cost and route asymmetry aware peer rating algorithm ,
• Peer grouping mechanisms,
• Collaborative BGP-Loc according to business agreements.
A brief assessment of those solutions is provided below.
7.1.2.1 Cost and route asymmetry aware peer rating
Even if an ISP applies locality promotion, a portion of the traffic must be exchanged with
remote peers. Often an AS is connected to more than one (sometimes several) transit and
peering ASes. The cost of the traffic transfer on various links may be different. The aim of
this ETM mechanism is to manage the inter-domain traffic in such a way that it is shifted
from expensive to cheaper links. For this reason routes to remote peers must be known.
Then, the peer rating algorithm triggered by the SIS prefers peers to which a routing path
passes a cheaper inter-domain link. It was shown that Win-Win is always achieved by the
ISP as well as the peer located in the AS implementing this ETM (Table 23). An ISP benefits from further cost savings while peers obtain reduction of download time (equal or grater than in the scenario with plain BGP-Loc). ASes not implementing this mechanism ex-
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perience “No-Lose” situation. It was, however, shown that in some cases the ISP may
Lose. For example, it may happen, that two ISPs apply contradictory policies: one tends to
reduce the traffic on a given link while the other is interested in increasing it. Such a situation may lead to unintended results and Lose situation for one of them or both. Such scenarios were evaluated as well. Therefore, it is an incentive for cooperation between ISPs
and for agreeing on and applying a non-contradictory policy.
Table 23. Summary of "Win" assessments for cost and route asymmetry aware peer rating
algorithm (ETM based on an Inter-SIS communication)
One AS implement Inter-SIS and cost-driven peer ranking
AS using ETM
AS not using ETM
Win
No-Lose/Lose
Win
No-Lose

ISP
Peer

All ASes implement InterSIS and cost-driven peer
ranking
Win
Win

Large traffic savings,
low OPEX/CAPEX

Peer Grouping
mitigates negative
effects of BGP-Loc

Low traffic savings,
large OPEX/CAPEX

Win for ISPs

Since route asymmetry is common in the Internet, an Inter-SIS protocol is needed to obtain complete routing information. Especially a full information about downstream path,
e.g., the number of inter-AS hops, AS numbers, and the last downstream hop, is usually
not available locally. For some of the paths it is possible to get some information from
Looking Glass Servers. However, the most reliable information can be provided by communication between cooperating SISes [32].

Deteriorated quality-ofexperience for users

Small improvement for
users perceived quality

Substantial improvement
of users’ experience

Win for users
Figure 16. Win-Win space map for BGP-Loc and Peer grouping
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7.1.2.2 Peer grouping
As discussed in the assessment of BGP-Loc mechanism, in case of heterogeneous peer
distribution, peers located in ASes with a small fraction of a large swarm Lose if BGP-Loc
ETM is deployed. At the same time, peers located in a “large” AS, i.e., an AS containing
large number of pees, Win. To avoid this drawback of BGP-Loc, a mechanism called Peer
grouping was proposed. Grouping of “small” ASes mitigates this disadvantage and results
in at least No-Lose situation for users. In turn, the inter-domain traffic may remain at the
same level or be slightly increased but a “small” ISP still Wins and, moreover, its customers are not disappointed (receive at least No-Lose instead of Lose). The latter issue can
be, therefore, considered as an additional measure of ISPs Win. By implementing Peer
grouping, an ISP gains, since its customers receive an incentive to cooperate and implement locality (in scenario without Peer grouping they lose and are reluctant to implement
locality). Benefits introduced by Peer grouping are presented graphically in Figure 16.
7.1.2.3 Collaborative BGP-Loc according to business agreements
Collaborative BGP-Loc distinguishes non-local peers according to the business relationships that the ISPs form with each other. Such a distinction is very important, because it
leads to a significant reduction of the transit inter-domain traffic where charging applies. As
shown in Table 24, large ISPs (Tier 2 in this case), benefit from elaborating the Collaborative BGP-Loc mechanism. When Tier 2 ISPs having a peering agreement and collaborate
with each other exchanging information about their customer ISPs, they achieve a reduction in their costly inter-domain traffic. In this case neither their end-user customers nor
their ISP customers (with their users) Lose. In case that Tier 3 ISPs collaborate with each
other, there is no effect in the costly inter-domain traffic or in the performance of their endusers. Thus it is unlikely that Tier 3 ISPs will adopt this mechanism. However, if Tier 3
ISPs run Collaborative BGP-Loc, then Tier 2 ISPs have a clear incentive to run the mechanism, too. Indeed, this extra collaboration between them improves the costly transit interdomain traffic of Tier 2 ISPs and the download times of their end-users. Since in this case
Tier 3 ISPs are indifferent in adopting the approach, Tier 2 ISPs should incite it to their
customer ISPs by sharing their own benefits with them.
Table 24. Summary of “Win” assessment for Collaborative BGP-Loc ETM (based on an
Inter-SIS communication
Collaborative BGP-Loc
Tier 2 – Tier 2 &
Tier 2 – Tier 2
Tier 3 – Tier 3
between:
Tier 3 – Tier 3
Tier 2
Tier 3

ISP

Win

No-Lose

Win

peer

No-Lose

No-Lose

Win

ISP

No-Lose

No-Lose

No-Lose

peer

No-Lose

No-Lose

No-Lose

In Table 25, a summary of “Win” assessment of the Splitting Chunks ETM is shown. Splitting Chunks is based on Collaborative BGP-Loc (being an add-on to it, in order to reduce
traffic redundancy in inter-domain links), since (as shown above) it is beneficial for Tier 2
ISPs to implement the latter mechanism. When Tier 2 ISPs implement Splitting Chunks,
comparing to Collaborative BGP-Loc, there is a Win-No-Lose situation, since it reduces
the costly transit traffic without affecting the performance of its users. At the same time,
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this action of Tier 2 ISPs affects neither the traffic nor the users’ performance of the Tier 3
ISPs (who are customers of Tier 2). Tier 3 ISPs will not adopt Splitting Chunks due to
slower download times of their users. In case that Tier 2 ISPs already deploy Splitting
Chunks on top of Collaborative BNS-BU, Tier 3 ISPs are indifferent in adopting the approach. Again, Win-No Lose situations arise between Tier 2 ISPs and their users and also
between Tier 2 ISPs and their customer ISPs. Therefore, Tier 2 ISPs should incite their
customer ISPs to follow Splitting Chunks on top of Collaborative BGP-Loc by sharing their
benefits with them.
Table 25. Summary of “Win” assessment for the Splitting Chunks ETM (based on Inter-SIS
communication)
Splitting Chunks on top
Tier 2 – Tier 2 &
of Collaborative BGP
Tier 2 – Tier 2
Tier 3 – Tier 3
Tier 3 – Tier 3
Loc between:
Tier 2
Tier 3

ISP

Win

No-Lose

Win

peer

No-Lose

No-Lose

No-Lose

ISP

No-Lose

Win

No-Lose

peer

No-Lose

Lose

No-Lose

Collaborative

BGP-Loc

Route Asymmetry

peering
agreements

local
swarm size

Large traffic savings,
low OPEX/CAPEX
Low traffic savings,
large OPEX/CAPEX

Win for ISPs

Figure 17 presents the relation between plain BGP-Loc and two inter-SIS based extensions: Cost and route asymmetry aware peer rating and collaborative BGP-Loc.

inter-domain
bottleneck

Deteriorated quality-ofexperience for users

Small improvement for
users perceived quality

Substantial improvement
of users’ experience

Win for users
Figure 17. Win-Win space map for BGP-Loc with inter-SIS extensions: collaborative BGPLoc and cost and route asymmetry aware peer rating
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7.1.3 QoS-aware ETM
The “carrier class overlay services” scenario of the QoS-awareness mechanism was analyzed by means of simulation experiments. In this solution the connections between local
peers (peers from the same AS) are prioritized over the others. Priority means that the
source node of a local connection receives a higher upload capacity in comparison to other connections. Such a method promotes locality, thus allowing for decreasing the interdomain traffic in a network. In all experiments it was assumed that access is the bottleneck
(homogeneous access bandwidth was assumed). Table 26 summarizes assessment of
QoS-aware ETM. It should be noted that ISPs experience more significant traffic reduction
when more ASes implement the mechanism. If not all ASes implement the ETM mechanism then download time decreases only in domains with QoS-aware implemented. The
user benefit was observed to be lower if the number of ASes deploying this ETM mechanism increases [2]. However, download time is always lower in comparison to a scenario
without ETM at all. A win-win space map for QoS aware ETM is provided in Figure 18.
Table 26. Summary of assessment of “win” for QoS-aware

ISP
peer

Heterogeneous peer distribution

Homogeneous peer distribution

Win
Win

Win
Win

Large traffic savings,
low OPEX/CAPEX

More ISPs
deploy ETM

Low traffic savings,
large OPEX/CAPEX

Win for ISPs

The mechanism generates win-win only if a network experiences congestions. Otherwise,
it is neutral, i.e., offers no-lose/no-lose situation.

Only peers
located in AS
implementing
QoS aware
ETM benefit

Less ISPs
deploy ETM

Deteriorated quality-ofexperience for users

Small improvement for
users perceived quality

Substantial improvement
of users’ experience

Win for users
Figure 18. Win-Win space map for QoS aware mechanism
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7.1.4 IoP
The IoP is a resourceful entity aiming to primarily help local peers while localizing traffic
too. Thus, in the case of IoP we naturally observe a Win-Win situation in all evaluated simulation scenarios. Especially, it provides a significant improvement of end-users’ completion times as well as a considerable inbound inter-domain traffic reduction of the AS that
deploys the IoP and, therefore, a reduction of charges for inter-domain traffic. under different charging schemes based on incoming traffic.

Large traffic savings,
low OPEX/CAPEX
Low traffic savings,
large OPEX/CAPEX

Win for ISPs

An important mechanism associated with IoP is the unchoking policy. If applied, only local
peers (i.e., located in a domain the IoP is deployed in) may be unchoked by IoP. Under
this restriction, the remote peers are not served by the IoP. In consequence, a significant
decrease of inbound as well as outbound inter-domain traffic is observed. Therefore, the
benefit of ISP is greater than in the case of IoP without unchoking policy. The ISP benefits
from the reduction of charges for inter-domain traffic under charging schemes based also
on the outgoing traffic.

Relative Traffic
Savings

Highest efficiency:
medium-sized local
swarms

Deteriorated quality-ofexperience for users

Small improvement for
users perceived quality

incl.
CAPEX/OPEX

Substantial improvement
of users’ experience

Win for users
Figure 19. Win-Win space map for IoP
The aforementioned conclusions were drawn by analyzing the impact of the IoP in a single
swarm. With multiple swarms in place (as is naturally the case), the basic IoP operation is
complemented by the swarm selection and the bandwidth allocation strategies, aiming to
optimize the effect of the mechanism. The Swarm Selection strategy (SwS) may be based
on various criteria. Selection of swarms with larger content files, low mean inter-arrival
times of leechers (i.e., swarms with more leechers), or low mean seeding time (i.e.,
swarms with less seeders) was done. Evaluation of several scenarios showed that Win is
achieved by both ISP and local users, including those in the swarms not joined by the IoP.
It was also learned that IoP’s impact is more significant when it joins the swarm with higher
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capacity needs. An additional conclusion is that inter-domain traffic is mostly affected by
the mean seeding time, while performance is mostly affected by the mean inter-arrival
time.
Furthermore, the Bandwidth Allocation (BwA) strategy can offer a considerable interdomain traffic reduction. It was learned that IoP capacity allocation to swarms with a small
fraction of local peers provides more inter-domain traffic savings.
The IoP Win-Win evaluation is also summarized in Figure 19. . The upper oval reflects
relative traffic savings. Since deployment and maintenance cost of IoP are high, a qualitative assessment including CAPEX/OPEX is also provided (lower oval). More details can be
found in section 8.
7.1.5 Combination of BGP-Loc and IoP
Additional explanation is needed in the case of combination of IoP and BGP-Loc. If those
ETM mechanisms are deployed together, a significant improvement in comparison to no
ETM deployment at all was also observed. It is clearly a Triple-Win situation. However, as
presented in Section 3.3.2, comparing two scenarios (a) BGP-Loc and (b) IoP+BGP-Loc,
the inter-domain traffic reduction achieved by BGP-Loc for large ISPs may be slightly lower in the latter case.
7.1.6 HAP
Another ETM mechanism based on the offering of additional resources is HAP (Highly Active Peer). Instead of deploying IoP, an ISP may use the HAP mechanism. A user cooperating with the ISP is rewarded with free additional access bandwidth. Then, this user
serves other peers in a similar way to the IoP: it has higher bandwidth resources and
seeds the content, thus acting as a cache and offers the most popular as well as less popular content. In this case, legal issues related to IoP are avoided; see also Section 6.1.
This solution does not require content-awareness by the ISP.
The HAP mechanism was widely evaluated by simulations (see Section 0) and in the external trial. It should be emphasized that HAP evaluation was done for both a file-sharing
application and a video-on-demand application. The latter makes it possible to derive a direct evaluation of “Win” for an overlay provider. It was expressed by the reduction of the
load of the overlay provider’s servers resulting in lower delivery costs.
Evaluation of HAP encompassed also HAP promotion and demotion algorithms and their
influence on “Win” situation. These algorithms are based on statistics collected by ISP’s
metering tools (total upload traffic, local upload traffic, upload bandwidth) and overlay statistics (e.g., seeding ratio).
The experiments showed that HAP offers a Triple-Win situation, especially if deployed
with locality awareness and preferring locality-aware peers for being promoted to HAP.
Then, all players benefit from HAP deployment. The overlay benefit (server load reduction)
depends on the scenario: HAP selection mechanisms and locality awareness ratio. However, in all cases, except for the “boundary” scenarios (see below), all players benefit. The
“boundary” scenarios were considered in a dedicated study in which HAP promotion was
taken with and without BGP-Loc. Results are provided in Table 27. More detailed results
are provided in Section 0.
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Table 27. Comparison of static HAP promotion with and without locality awareness
Win for:
Does ISP
implement
HAP?

ISP
overlay
Yes
No

Is overlay locality aware (BGP-Loc applied)?
Yes
No
Win
No-Lose
Win
Win
Win
No-Lose

Finally, the case of early adopter ISP was studied, as representative of partial deployment.
If only one ISP deploys HAP mechanism it may achieve Win, No-Lose or Lose situation
depending on its inter-connection agreements regarding the treatment of in- and outbound
traffic. This is because an early adopter decreases inbound traffic but increases outbound
traffic. As a result, depending on inter-connection agreement the situation might be as presented in Table 28. Note, that in case when the sum of inbound and outbound traffic determines the payments, a simultaneous increase in outbound traffic (generated by promoted peers serving remote peers in ASes without HAP promotion) negates the inbound
traffic reductions (see [2] for more details).
Table 28. HAP early adoption “Win” assessment
Early adopter ISP pays for traffic:
Inbound
inbound + outbound
inbound – outbound

Situation:
Win
Lose or No-Lose
Win

At the same time, it generates No-Lose for other ISPs (not applying HAP promotion).
However, it is always Win for the overlay.
Otherwise, in terms of qualitative assessment of traffic savings, IoP and HAP are hardly
comparable since the traffic savings strongly depend on the capacity of the IoP on the one
hand side and the number of promoted peers of the other hand side. Including,
CAPEX/OPEX, however, HAP achieves traffic savings with less investment than the IoP.
This is due to the fact that the extra resources offered by the ISP in the case of HAPs by
upgrading their access profiles come at negligible extra costs to the ISP (see Section 8).
On the other hand, an IoP requires investment in both hardware and bandwidth.
7.1.7 Overall Triple-Win summary
A space map of all ETM mechanisms proposed by the SmoothIT project is presented in
Figure 21. It shows a Win-Win potential of the ETM mechanisms. In general, solutions
based on extra resource offering content caching (IoP and HAP) would provide by definition considerable benefit for customers (peer Win) and overlay (especially HAP evaluation
was focused on overlay’s “Win” directly). The situation for ISP is not clear, and depends on
the inter-domain tariff: those mechanisms reduce inbound traffic, but in some scenarios
increase outbound traffic. In turn, locality awareness mechanisms are by definition beneficial for the ISP. They offer significant cost savings related to inter-domain traffic reduction
and management. However, the most significant effect is observed for ISPs hosting a
large part of a large swarm. The benefit for ISPs having a small local swarm is lower. On
the other hand, it was recognized that locality mechanisms not always provide “Win” for
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Large traffic savings,
low OPEX/CAPEX

Normal
Peer

Promoted
Peer

IoP

Low traffic savings,
large OPEX/CAPEX

Win for ISPs

customers. Sometimes they achieve a No-Lose situation, thus an incentive for users
should be provided by the ISP or additional supporting mechanisms are needed. For this
reason, solutions supporting BGP-Loc were proposed Some benefit for players is expected if BGP-Loc is supported with inter-SIS based solutions. Inter-SIS ETM deployment
will not require additional equipment since only new functionality is to be added to the SIS
server. However, the implementation of the ETM is more complex and the OPEX may increase. Finally, the solutions will be beneficial for the ISP if additional cost savings will be
higher than costs.

incl.
CAPEX/OPEX

Deteriorated quality-ofexperience for users

Small improvement for
users perceived quality

Substantial improvement
of users’ experience

Win for users
Figure 20. Win-Win space map of IoP and HAP
The solution is also to deploy a combination of locality promotion and caching solution,
e.g., IoP+BGP-Loc. The combination will allow to exploit the best features of those two approaches:
• IoP and HAP mechanisms provide clear incentive missing from locality-aware ETM
mechanims.

•

IoP and HAP mechanisms are most efficient for small to medium size local swarms.

•

Locality-aware ETM mechanisms reduce inbound and outbound inter-domain traffic.

•

Locality-aware ETM mechanisms are most efficient for large swarms.
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Large traffic savings,
low OPEX/CAPEX

Inter-SIS
(Route asymmetry,
Collaborative)
BGP-based
locality
promotion

Low traffic savings,
large OPEX/CAPEX

Win for ISPs

Public

Highly
active peer

QoS
aware

ISP-owned
peer

Inter-SIS
(AS grouping)

Deteriorated quality-ofexperience for users

Small improvement for
users perceived quality

Substantial improvement
of users’ experience

Win for users
Figure 21. Win-Win space map of ETMs proposed by SmoothIT
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8 Cost-benefit Analysis
In the first part of this section, a cost-benefit analysis of the implemented ETM mechanisms is included, so as to provide an insight in monetary terms on how beneficial deploying one of the proposed ETM mechanisms is for an ISP. To do so, certain parameters are
considered. These include the costs for the machines to host the system, the unit prices
related to the inter-domain traffic, the percentage of the P2P traffic as part of the entire Internet traffic, as well as the effect of the ETM mechanisms in the traffic volumes on the inter-domain links and their 95th percentile. All these parameters are analyzed and certain
directions are given of how they should be considered in the calculations of the incurred
costs and benefits. Next, the analysis takes place where the break-even points are calculated. Finally, the obtained results are commented and a comparison with actual findings
on the effects of the ETM mechanisms from simulative experiments is made.
In the second part, the economic perspective of the potential improvements through ETM,
especially locality-awareness based ETM, is analyzed based on the current swarm mixture
measured in the Internet. This analysis does not focus on the situation of a single ISP but
on the general world-wide optimization potential through ETM based on locality awareness
mechanisms like BGP-Loc.

8.1 Cost-Benefit Analysis of the SmoothIT Prototype
Based on a number of assumptions stated and argued for the analysis is performed on a
numerical basis.
8.1.1 ETM mechanisms and cost categories
First, a breakdown of costs related to the ETM mechanism deployed takes place in this
subsection. There are three ETM mechanisms currently implemented and studied: the
BGP-Loc, the IoP and the HAP. For all the mechanisms, the existence of a server hosting
the SIS is required. Moreover, for the IoP mechanism, additional software, hosted in the
same but more powerful machine and implementing the actual IoP (i.e. the smart overlay
cache/super-peer), is required.
For the SIS, the following cost categories are indentified:

• Server equipment: the hardware required to host the SIS.
• Installation: the effort required by a technician to install and configure the SIS.
• Operation and Maintenance: the costs that are related to the everyday operation
and periodic maintenance of the SIS.
• Amortization period: the period over which the respective costs are amortized.
The aforementioned cost categories also apply for the IoP. Equipment, Installation, Operation and Maintenance costs are applicable to the installation and operation of a smart overlay cache, most probably hosted to a different machine from the one hosting the SIS,
mainly for scalability issues. For the case of the IoP, one additional cost is considered, the
cost of the over-provisioned resources of the IoP, i.e. the increased link capacity of the
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IoP. Note that this expense does not actually burden the ISP, since he owns the link.
However, such a link is still considered as an expense, in the sense that the ISP “loses”
the income he could attain from selling such a link to an actual customer.
Regarding the third ETM mechanism, the HAP, no additional costs were indentified. The
main reason was that the underlying NMS mechanisms to realize the dynamic adaptation
of access profiles of certain customers are considered as common and available. Thus, no
extra costs for their realization are incurred.
Apart from the above costs, each mechanism introduces some benefits that need to be
translated into monetary gains. In all three cases, the benefits appear in terms of interdomain traffic reduction, which result in lower inter-domain costs. These savings are monetized in order to be comparable with the incurred costs.
Before proceeding with the benefits, a table is provided summarizing the different costs
categories per ETM and also including an estimation of the actual values as an aggregation of the proposed costs suggested by the ISPs belonging to the consortium. From TID,
the following input was received:

• SIS:
o Equipment: 900€
o Installation: 200€
o Operation: 300€/year
o Amortization period: 4 years

• IoP:
o Equipment: 2000€
o Installation: 200€
o Operation: 250€/year
o Amortization period: 4 years
o IoP link (10 Mbps): 28€/month

• HAP:
o No extra costs from the BGP-Loc case
At the same time, PrimeTel has provided the following:

• SIS:
o Equipment: 2500€
o Installation: 3000€
o Operation: o Amortization period: 5 years

• IoP:
o Equipment: 2500€
o Installation: 3000€
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o Operation: o Amortization period: 5 years
o IoP link (10 Mbps): -

• HAP:
o No extra costs from the BGP-Loc case
SmoothIT aggregated the proposed figures by considering the fact that in the IoP case,
one machine could host both the SIS and the IoP, with higher however technical specifications. These prices are included in the following table. Note that the amortization period for
the above equipment is considered to be 4 years.
Table 28. Cost categories per implemented ETM mechanism
ETM mechanism
BGP-Loc

IoP

HAP

Cost category

Cost
1000 €
300 €
300 €
1800 €
300 €
400 €
28 €

equipment
installation
operation and maintenance (per year)
equipment
installation
operation and maintenance (per year)
access link (monthly price for a 10 Mbps symmetric link,
averaged over 4 years)
(same as BGP-Loc case, no additional costs)

-

8.1.2 Transit prices
SmoothIT now comes to analyze the prices related to the inter-domain traffic so as to calculate, in monetary terms, the savings from the deployment of an ETM mechanism. Interdomain expenses are tightly related with the contracts that define the pricing policies between an ISP and its higher-tier connectivity provider. These contracts differ from case to
case, but all define a unit price for the traffic volume (average, maximum, 95th-percentile,
or other) transferred in the inter-domain link (in the downlink or uplink direction, or the difference between these two).
According to DrPeering.net [23], the transit unit prices follow a continuously decreasing
trend. This is depicted in the following table, regarding the Internet Transit Prices (19982014) at the U.S. Internet Region:
Table 19. Internet Transit Prices (1998-2014) at the U.S. Internet Region
(source: DrPeering.net)
Year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

Unit Price (per Mbps per month)
$1200
$800
$675
$400
$200
$120

Decline
33%
16%
40%
50%
40%
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2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

$90
$75
$50
$25
$12
$9
$5
$3.25
$2.34
$1,57
$0.94
$0.63

25%
17%
33%
50%
52%
25%
44%
35%
28%
33%
40%
33%

Additionally, the transit unit cost depends on the link capacity that is leased. If all the related fees are excluded and SmoothIT focuses only on the usage costs, then the following
table reveals the structure of the tariffs in the inter-domain link market, considering the
2009 prices:
Table 20. Tiered Pricing Structure in 2009 (source: DrPeering.net)
Link Capacity
100 Mbps
1 Gbps
2 Gbps
3 Gbps
4 Gbps
5 Gbps
6 Gbps
7 Gbps
8 Gbps
9 Gbps
10 Gbps

Unit price (per Mbps)

Difference (%)
from base price

$9
$8
$7
$7
$7
$7
$6
$6
$6
$6
$6

11,11%
22,22%
22,22%
22,22%
22,22%
33,33%
33,33%
33,33%
33,33%
33,33%

The previous tables reveal a lot about the transit pricing schemes, even though one cannot
take for granted the above estimates and assumptions. In the following subsections, the
calculations taking place are based on these tables, in order to calculate the gains from
deploying one of the ETM mechanisms, during a 4-year period. Note that the prices are
here expressed in US dollars but for the purposes of the analysis, they are converted to
Euros.
Another important remark is that, though not stated explicitly, the above prices are related
to the 95th percentile of the traffic flowing on the inter-domain link. The 95th percentile is the
most common metric for traditional inter-domain charging schemes. SmoothIT has conducted some experiments to check the relation between an average decrease on the interdomain traffic and the resulting reduction on the 95th percentile. Preliminary results have
shown that there is no great divergence between these two. Hence, for simplicity reasons,
SmoothIT considers only the average reduction on inter-domain traffic, achieved by the
deployment of an ETM mechanism.
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8.1.3 Internet and overlay traffic
Having commented on the inter-domain unit prices, it is important for the upcoming analysis to consider realistic values regarding the percentage of traffic that is generated by P2P
applications as well as the overall trends of Internet traffic for the following years.
In the study provided by [25], the following figures are expected to characterize the global
IP traffic and the P2P file sharing traffic within the next few years. Note that though the
percentage of P2P traffic decreases, the absolute volumes increase with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 16%.
Table 31. The evolution of P2P traffic percentage (source: CISCO)
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Global IP traffic
(PB/ month)
10942
15205
21181
28232
36709
47176

P2P File Sharing traffic
(PB/month)
3510
4157
4839
5531
6305
7303

Percentage
32,08%
27,34%
22,85%
19,59%
17,18%
15,48%

It is also worth noticing that global Internet traffic increases with a CAGR of 34%, and
hence it is safe to assume that the inter-domain link capacities are increasing with the
same rate. Note also that here only the P2P file sharing traffic is considered. Having in
mind that P2P video streaming is constantly increasing during the last years (with a CAGR
of 47% but with small absolute volumes at the moment), the portion of total P2P traffic will
be higher than what is depicted in the above table. However, this traffic is not currently
considered.
8.1.4 Analysis
In order to proceed with the cost-benefit analysis, the setup of the network environment is
described. The objective is to have a realistic scenario, while using the figures and their
projections as described in the previous subsections so as to arrive at useful conclusions.
Then, the cost-benefit analysis takes place, considering the next 4 years, from to 2011 to
2014, a period equal to the amortization period of the required equipment.
8.1.4.1 Assumptions
First, the dimensioning of the network domain to be studied is considered. As a basis,
SmoothIT uses the size of PrimeTel’s network (see Section 5.1), but SmoothIT expands it
so as to consider a bigger-sized ISP. During the external trial, one server was used to host
the SIS and one machine to host the IoP. PrimeTel’s inter-domain link is of capacity 1.5
Gbps. Considering that the capacity of an ISP’s inter-domain link is indicative of the size of
its customer base (since all the Internet traffic needs to be accommodated through that
link), SmoothIT assumes that one machine is adequate to serve a population of peers for a
domain with an inter-domain link up to 2.5 Gbps. Above that, a new machine will be required for every 2.5 Gbps of inter-domain link capacity.
The complete justification of the above assumption is as follows: during the internal trial
conducted within the project, it was observed that the prototype SIS maintained a stable
performance when it received requests of a rate up to 17 requests per second. PrimeTel’s
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inter-domain link is 1.2 Gbps. If SmoothIT assumes that the link is utilized 80% and that
40% of the traffic is P2P traffic (SmoothIT takes the “worst” case so as to provide a relatively conservative approach) then the rate of P2P traffic flowing into the inter-domain link
is 480Mbps. The average access speed of a PrimeTel’s customer is 2 Mbps, hence
SmoothIT assumes that at most 240 P2P transactions may take place. Considering that a
standard P2P client contacts every 30 seconds the tracker to request new overlay information (new peers to contact), SmoothIT assumes that this is the same rate that a peer contacts the SIS. Hence, the average transactions/requests that the SIS receives is 8 requests per second. Thus, SmoothIT assumes (from the previously observed limit) that the
SIS can serve up to twice the number of peers, hence a domain with twice the capacity on
the inter-domain link. This results in a link of 3 Gbps, but adopt the more conservative limit
of 2.5 Gbps.
Having this as a basis, SmoothIT considers a “generic” ISP with a 4 Gbps inter-domain
link. Keeping in mind the relation that was considered earlier between the evolution of
global Internet traffic and the inter-domain link capacities, a CAGR of approximately 34%
and assuming that inter-domain links are around 75% utilized (avoiding congestion conditions), the following table presents the evolution of the ISP’s network throughout the 4
years under study.
Table 32. Network and inter-domain link dimensioning
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014

Link Capacity
(Mbps)
4000
5000
7000
10000

Utilized Capacity
(Mbps)
3000
3750
5250
7500

Hardware Multiplication
Factor (HMF)
2
2
3
3

8.1.4.2 Per Month Analysis
Let’s now present how the monthly costs and savings are estimated. To begin with, year
2011 is considered. The same analysis holds for the next years, by adjusting the prices
and volumes according to the respective estimates presented in the previous subsections.
Regarding the monthly costs, if SmoothIT amortizes the capital expenses over the 4 year
period then the monthly costs are calculated to be 52,08€ for the BGP-Loc/HAP cases
while for the IoP case the costs are 105,08€ if one machine is used. But due to the capacity of the inter-domain link (4 Gbps), SmoothIT assumes that 2 machines will be required
to serve the number of peers expected. Hence, the above cost figures must be doubled for
2011.
SmoothIT needs to estimate the savings realized by the respective average reduction introduced by an ETM mechanism, considering the transit prices of Table 1 and the tariff
structure of Table 2. It turns out that for 2011 the price unit is 1.86€, if SmoothIT considers
that the base price for 100Mbps is $3.25 and that the difference at the prices of 4Gbps
from 100Mbps is approximately 22%. The following table summarizes the savings realized
in one month of 2011.
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Table 33. Estimated monthly savings in inter-domain traffic (volume and euros) for 2011
by the introduction of an ETM mechanism
Reduction on P2P part of
inter-domain traffic
2%
4%
6%
8%
10%
12%
14%
16%
18%
20%
22%
24%
26%
28%
30%

Savings (Mbps)

Savings (€)

13,71
27,42
41,13
54,84
68,55
82,26
95,97
109,68
123,39
137,10
150,81
164,52
178,23
191,94
205,65

25,49 €
50,97 €
76,46 €
101,94 €
127,43 €
152,92 €
178,40 €
203,89 €
229,37 €
254,86 €
280,34 €
305,83 €
331,32 €
356,80 €
382,29 €

To provide a better understanding on how these values were calculated, let’s consider the
case of a 2% reduction on the P2P share of the traffic. The link’s capacity is 4000 Mbps,
but only 3000Mbps are used. The P2P share of traffic for 2011 is 22.85%. Hence, the savings are 3000 * 22.85% * 2% = 13.71 Mbps, and if multiplied by 1.86€ SmoothIT gets
25.49€.

Figure 22. Monthly costs and savings for the three ETM mechanisms for year 2011
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Having calculated the costs and savings, the break-even point is easy to be estimated.
The following diagram depicts this point for the BGP-Loc/HAP case and for the IoP case.
One can observe that the deployment of the BGP-Loc/HAP mechanism is beneficial even
for an average reduction of 8%, while for the IoP deployment, the break-even point is
achieved with a 16% average reduction.
The same analysis is repeated for the next three years (2012, 2013 and 2014). The following table summarizes the assumptions and findings for every year.
Table 34. Assumptions and break-even points per month per year of the amortization period
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014

Link capacity
(Mbps)
4000
5000
7000
10000

Link utilization
(Mbps)
3000
3750
5250
7500

Unit
price
1.86€
1.34€
0.77€
0.46€

HMF
2
2
3
3

Break-even point
BGP-Loc/HAP
IoP
~ 8%
~ 16%
~ 10%
~ 21%
~ 22%
~ 46%
~ 29%
~57%

8.1.4.3 Overall results (4-year aggregated analysis)
The analysis is concluded by providing the total costs and savings during the 4 year amortization period. The total costs and savings and compared and the break-even point is calculated on the total numbers. The following table summarizes this information.
Table 35. Total costs and savings for the 4 year amortization period (2011-2014)
Average
Reduction
2%
4%
6%
8%
10%
12%
14%
16%
18%
20%
22%
24%
26%
28%
30%

Savings
(Mbps)
835,94
1671,88
2507,81
3343,75
4179,69
5015,63
5851,57
6687,50
7523,44
8359,38
9195,32
10031,26
10867,19
11703,13
12539,07

Savings (€)
836,84 €
1.673,68 €
2.510,52 €
3.347,36 €
4.184,20 €
5.021,04 €
5.857,88 €
6.694,72 €
7.531,56 €
8.368,40 €
9.205,24 €
10.042,08 €
10.878,92 €
11.715,76 €
12.552,60 €

Total Costs (€)
BGP-Loc / HAP
IoP
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €
6.250,00 €
12.610,00 €

Observe that for the BGP-Loc/HAP case, the break-even point is achieved with a traffic
reduction of approximately 15%. In the case of the IoP, the break-even point is achieved at
an average reduction of around 30%.
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An important remark for the analysis so far, is that the resulting numbers for costs, savings
and break-even points heavily depend on the future development of absolute P2P traffic
and transit prices. Here, SmoothIT has shown the case where transit prices fall much faster than P2P traffic grows, as revealed by the studies from Cisco and DrPeering summarized in Sections 0 and 8.1.3.

Figure 23. Total costs and savings for the three ETM mechanisms for years 2011-2014

8.1.4.4 Impact of server capacity and ISP size
The previous cost-benefit analysis was done for a scenario similar to the external trial, an
ISP the size of PrimeTel and a server with a capacity according to the SmoothIT prototype.
In this section, the cost-benefit analysis is extended to study the impact of server capacity
and ISP size.
The server capacity is chosen relative to the capacity of the prototype and specified as the
amount of inter-domain P2P traffic the server is able to handle. One prototype server is
able to handle 400 Mbps of inter-domain P2P traffic. In 2011 with 660 Mbps of interdomain P2P traffic 2 prototype servers are required. In 2014 with 1125 Mbps of interdomain P2P traffic 3 prototype servers are required.
The size of an ISP is specified by the link capacity of the ISP in 2011 according to the previous cost-benefit analysis. ISPs with 2011 Link capacities of 4Gbps, 8 Gbps, and 16 Gbps
are considered. The size of the ISPs is expressed by their link capacities, while total traffic
is taken to grow by 34% per year. In contrast to the previous analysis, the link capacities
are not rounded but taken as continuous values. As an example, the 2014-link-capacity of
a 4Gbps-link-capacity-in-2011 ISP is 9624 Mbps and not rounded up to 10 Gbps as previously done. The inter-domain traffic costs per Mbps and month are determined as describe
above, the price reduction due to larger link capacities is truncated at 10 Gbps according
to Table 2.
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Since “larger” servers are more cost-efficient, let us consider a server with 500% capacity
of the prototype that is able to handle 2 Gbps of inter-domain P2P traffic. In 2014 for a
16Gbps-in-2011 ISP, the total amount of inter-domain traffic is 38.5 Gbps and a 15.5%
P2P traffic share in 2014 leads to a little less than 6 Gbps inter-domain P2P traffic. Consequently, three 500%-prototype-capacity-servers need to be installed for this amount of traffic. Hence, the monthly costs in 2014 are 156€ for the 3 servers when considering BGPLoc. Note that since this analysis aims at revealing the impact of server capacity and ISP
size in a representative case of an ETM mechanism, BGP-Loc is considered only. IoP and
HAP are not considered in this analysis since they scale in another way with the amount of
P2P traffic. Indeed, while BGP-Loc is applied to the large swarms and thus needs to handle requests by most peers, IoP and HAP profit from more P2P traffic through a larger diversity in selecting the most efficient swarms for caching. Supporting the total amount of
P2P traffic becomes the more ineffective the larger the ISP. Indeed, HAP and in particular
IoP may focus on the most efficient swarms and handle only a part of the P2P traffic. BGPLoc, however, is not swarm aware and needs to respond to all requests it receives. Going
back to the example, the monthly costs per Mbps of inter-domain traffic is 0.46€ as in
Table . Consequently, the required ETM efficiency to achieve the break-even point is 5.6%
since 340 Mbps of inter-domain traffic have to be saved which is 5.6% of the total 6 Gbps
of P2P traffic.

Figure 24. Impact of server capacity
Figure 24 shows this required ETM efficiency for different server capacities and ISP sizes.
Years 2011 to 2014 are not considered as a whole but the development from 2011 to 2014
is shown. The circular markers show the relation of ETM efficiency and server capacity.
The color of the markers indicates the year, the size of the marker the ISP size, larger
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markers for larger ISPs. As mentioned earlier, SmoothIT relates the size of the ISP to the
size of the inter-domain link, thus SmoothIT considers the cases of 4Gbps, 8Gbps and
16Gbps links related to the respective marker sizes. The curves show that assuming a
more realistic server capacity the required ETM efficiency decreases. Even with a server
capacity three times the capacity of the prototype, an ETM efficiency of 10% is sufficient to
achieve the break-even point, even in the last year (2014), which is the most unfavorable
one. This means that BGP-Loc becomes interesting also for medium-sized ISPs that do
not host larger local swarm partitions and thus do not achieve an inter-domain traffic reduction of 50% to 90% but rather 10% to 20%. Further, the required ETM efficiency also
decreases with the size of the ISPs, however only to a certain degree. The gain only results from the fact that small ISPs are not able to fully utilize the capacity of the server(s)
while for larger ISPs the percentage of the unutilized server capacity diminishes.
8.1.5 Relation with existing studies
What is provided up to now is a calculation of the break-even points that render the adoption of ETM mechanisms beneficial for the ISP, in terms of monetary gains. What remains
to be checked is whether such decrease in the inter-domain traffic is feasible to happen by
any of the studied ETM mechanisms.
To do so, first SmoothIT briefly refers to some of the results obtained by simulative studies
and are included in previous deliverable [2]. Indeed, in Section 4.1 of [2], it is stated that
the traffic savings in the case of the BGP-Loc ETM mechanism can reach a maximum of
60% of average reduction, depending on the swarm sizes, peer distribution and heterogeneity (or not) of domains, with more realistic being the figures of 30%. In the case of the
IoP evaluation (cf. Section 4.3 of [2]), depending on the case under study, the decrease in
the inter-domain traffic has been observed to vary from 10% to 30%. Finally, for the HAP
case (cf. Section 4.5 of [2]) savings are observed to reach 30-50% of the original traffic.
To complement the above findings, SmoothIT refers to the findings of the internal trial,
where only the BGP-Loc and the IoP ETM mechanisms were evaluated [20]. In this deliverable, it is mentioned that the BGP-Loc mechanism achieved an average reduction of 45% while the IoP mechanism achieved an average reduction of 20% approximately. Due
to the fact that in the internal trial, a small-sized swarm was emulated, the reduction on inter-domain traffic is not expected to be large enough, especially in the BGP-Loc case.
Hence, it is obvious, both by simulative studies and by internal trial that in most cases the
ETM mechanisms perform equal or even better than what is required for the achievement
of the break-even point. It is safe to assume that there is no major monetary concern from
the ISP’s point of view in deploying one of the ETM mechanisms, or even combination of
mechanisms. For the latter case, the cost-benefit effects have not been assessed in detailed, but it is expected that a combination of ETM mechanisms performs better than a
single ETM mechanism, under certain circumstances while the associated cost does not
exceed by far that of the most expensive mechanism. Thus, their deployment still remains
beneficial for the ISP.

8.2 Global View on Potential Inter-Domain Traffic Savings
The previous section presented a detailed cost-benefit analysis from the perspective of a
small to medium sized ISP and revealed the required efficiency of the ETM in terms of inter-domain traffic reduction in order to achieve the break-even-point. In this section the potential inter-domain traffic reduction for P2P traffic is estimated on a global perspective.
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This estimation is based on swarm measurements performed in WP1 and published in
[26]. More details of the analysis described in this section are also found in that paper.
Please note that the approach taken in this section and the previous cost-benefit analysis
are complementary. This section focuses on the potential global impact of a locality promoting ETM, which as the analysis will show is mainly achieved by major ISPs applying
the ETM to the largest swarms. Small ISPs will not significantly contribute to the global inter-domain traffic reduction but as shown in the previous section they may nevertheless
achieve a monetary gain by deploying the ETM.
The idea of the analysis is to derive an upper bound for the inter-domain traffic savings
based on music and movie swarm measurements that reveal the swarm size and the partitioning of the swarms into ASes. In order to quantify the potential inter-domain traffic savings, the number of peers in a swarm is used as an indicator of how much traffic a swarm
produces in relation to the other swarms. Further, the assumption is made that peer access capacities are not correlated with swarm sizes such that these are neglected in the
analysis.
Figure 25 presents the cumulative estimates ('music traffic T0', 'movie traffic T0') for the top
x% of the largest swarms normalized by the total amount of traffic. The figure reveals that
10% of the swarms of the movies data set contain 80% of the peers and are consequently
responsible for the same fraction of the total traffic according to the aforementioned assumptions. Weighting the number of peers in a swarm with the size of the exchanged file
('traffic Tf', legend: 'with file sizes') to estimate the amount of traffic, almost the same results are obtained as when using just the number of peers ('w/o file sizes'). This is in particular true for the movie traffic. For the music files the difference is small.

Figure 25. Total and potentially local traffic of the top x% of the swarms with and w/o considering the size of the exchanged files
Next, a very simple and optimistic approximation is developed for estimating the potential
of locality awareness. For each swarm, δ2 is the fraction of peers in the swarm which are
not the sole peer in their AS. Assuming an ideal locality algorithm those peers produce no
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inter-domain traffic. In doing so it is neglected which peers are seeders and leechers and
possible performance degradations for simplicity reasons. Then, δ2 is the fraction of 'potentially local traffic' of that swarm. Figure 25 shows this value weighted by the total traffic of
the swarm for the music and movie files. The figure confirms that, on global scale, locality
awareness can produce a recognizable effect in a small subset of all swarms. However, it
also shows that the potential savings of inter-domain traffic are quite larger in the big
swarms which are responsible for the vast majority of BitTorrent traffic. Therefore, the
overall optimization potential of locality awareness is about 65% for the movie files and
about 40% for the music files. In other words, around 35% (60%) of the overall movie (music) traffic is produced by peers which are alone in their AS. Therefore, no locality awareness mechanism can avoid this part of the inter-domain traffic though caching-type ETM
mechanisms may still work on this part of the traffic though the cost-benefit-ratio will probably be low. A larger additional benefit can be expected from BGP-Loc and the Inter-SIS
extensions since they do not only focus on minimizing inter-domain traffic but also distinguish inter-domain and peering traffic which is not covered in this analysis. Emphasizing
the positive outcome of this analysis, locality awareness has to be deployed in only 10% of
the swarms in order to achieve 90% of the theoretically possible reduction of inter-domain
traffic.

Figure 26. Calculation of the optimization potential of ETM mechanisms
Having dealt with a theoretical upper bound on the savings so far, an estimation of actual
inter-domain traffic savings is derived. This is illustrated in Figure 26 for the movie swarms.
From the measurements SmoothIT has seen that when considering only the top 10%
swarms 60% of the total traffic is potentially local traffic while 40% of the traffic is interdomain traffic in any case. Assuming that 30% of the potentially local traffic is already kept
local by current BitTorrent, the optimization potential of ETM mechanisms applies to 70%
of the potentially local traffic. Actually, 30% is already a high estimate of the local traffic.
For a local (e.g., German or French) movie the largest AS has a share of around 35% and
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in an international (English) movie the largest AS has a share of about 20% of the traffic.
Assuming all peers to be equal in regular BitTorrent, in the largest ASes of the swarms we
have between 20% and 35% of local traffic, and in the other ASes the share of local traffic
is even lower. Thus, 30% is actually a high number and the actual local share is expected
to be between 10% and 30%.

Figure 27. Example values for inter-domain traffic reductions achieved by ETM mechanisms

Figure 28. Dependency of ETM efficiency and inter-domain traffic savings
Considering further the efficiency of a given ETM approach, which varies between 0 and 1,
leads to the percentage of inter-domain traffic which was actually saved. The efficiency of
the ETM algorithms corresponds to the fraction of the optimization potential achieved by
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the ETM in the end. This is shown in the last row of Figure 26. This gain of a given ETM
mechanism is further depicted in Figure 27 which focuses on the third and forth column of
Figure 26. In particular, SmoothIT sees that an ETM mechanism with a reasonable efficiency of 70% can influence 30% of the total BitTorrent traffic. Finally, this leads to a reduction of the inter-domain traffic to 35%.
This dependency of inter-domain traffic reduction and efficiency of an ETM mechanism is
further studied. Figure 28 shows the inter-domain traffic savings depending on the ETM
efficiency. The different curves indicate an absolute amount of already local BitTorrent traffic of 6%, 12% and 18% corresponding to 10%, 20%, and 30% of the potentially local traffic as introduced in Figure 26. The figure shows that up to 50% of the inter-domain traffic
can be influenced by ETM mechanisms having a high efficiency (70% to 90%) like BGPLoc in large swarms, for example. The current share of local traffic has only a minor impact.
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9 Summary
The project SmoothIT has defined, developed, and evaluated several mechanisms to perform economic management of the traffic generated by overlay applications, with the objective to accomplish TripleWin; i.e. the situations where network operators, overlay providers, and users’ benefit from the employed approaches. This deliverable presents the
final evaluation assessment of those ETM mechanisms that were fully specified, simulated, implemented and tested (Sections 4 and 7), including an account of work undertaken as part of external trial operation together with detailed description of data collected,
methods in which these were aggregated, analyzed and interpreted (Section 5). In addition
project results are analyzed from legal, security and cost benefit perspectives (sections 6
and 8 respectively).
Based on the studies made as part of this deliverable it can be concluded that the ETM
mechanisms designed are in general a technically feasible, performance-wise promising
solution to the problem of reducing inter-domain traffic while at the same time improving
users’ QoE, or at least maintaining it. The thorough investigations undertaken have also
revealed the circumstances under which each ETM mechanism (or combination thereof)
does attain the goal of a balanced Triple-Win, and thus can be considered as a viable solution to be imposed by ISPs and to be embraced by users and/or overlay application providers. Therefore, while there is no generally applicable ETM mechanism, there are available appropriate mechanisms for most of the realistic cases analyzed, leading to stable
situations that are beneficial for all players even if it is necessary for some of them (e.g.
small ISPs) to react to the initially harmful actions of the others. The analysis of economic
costs and benefits resulting from application of these mechanisms was performed. This
analysis revealed that there do exist break-even points for ETM adoption by ISPs of various sizes both small-to-medium and large ones, with the later being in more beneficial circumstances. These break-even points correspond to performance benefits that were already proved by the evaluation to be indeed achievable by the mechanisms.
Moreover, the experience from external trial revealed that the developed prototype ETM
implementation can be integrated and operated in real life ISP network, performing as defined by requirements with performance within expected ranges. Finally, the study performed regarding security and legal/regulatory risks and related issues that should be dealt
with in such a case.
Overall, ETM is technically feasible and promising both performance-wise and economically, and can serve as a practically applicable solution to a problem faced in the Internet
nowadays as well as the basis for developing new mechanisms for the economic and incentives-based management of other emerging applications.
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Appendix 1. Sample Record for Simulation Experiment
This appendix presents a sample record for simulation.
For consistency, each objective, assumption and expected result received a unique umber. The following notation was used:
X-SSn.m
where

•

for X we use: O for objective, A for assumption, or E for expected result.

•

SS stands for simulation scenario

•

n is a number of the scenario

•

m is a serial number of an objective, assumption or expected result within a scenario.

For example, O-SS2.1 denotes objective number 1 for simulation scenario number 2.
Records for simulation experiments’ were collected in a separate internal document not
published entirely in deliverables. Below we present a sample record.
Simulation Scenario 2:
Symmetric BitTorrent Simulation Scenario for BGP-based ETM without SIS cooperation
This scenario was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the BGP-Loc ETM for BitTorrent
under different conditions as well as to compare client-side mechanisms to use the underlay information provided by the SIS.
Objectives
O-SS2.1 To study the impact of BGP-Loc-based SIS mechanism on one BitTorrent
swarms when the total swarm is subdivided into K local swarms of equal size
O-SS2.2 To study the impact of the Biased Neighbor Selection and Biased Unchoking mechanisms as described in D2.3, in comparison to the regular BT implementation
O-SS2.3 To study the impact of ETM mechanism w.r.t. peering, inter-AS and transit
links
Basic Assumptions
A-SS2.1 Homogeneous peer bandwidths, parameters and capabilities
A-SS2.2 Exponential peer arrival process, equally distributed on the available ASes
A-SS2.3 Bandwidth bottlenecks of connections are either in the access network or
in the inter-AS links (experiments were done for both)
A-SS2.4 Bike topology, as described in D2.3. As a result, inter-domain traffic is
symmetric.
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A-SS2.5 One global SIS server with global information; acts as SIS for all peers
promoting locality.
Expected results
E-SS2.1 The BGP-Loc ETM leads to inter-domain traffic reduction and prefers intraAS, peering, inter-AS and transit links, in that order.
E-SS2.2 Recommendation of one client-side algorithm as the best alternative for
implementation
E-SS2.3 Download time reduction only possible in scenarios with inter-AS bottlenecks (also see related work)
Were the objectives achieved?
O-SS2.1 Yes. A large saving potential regarding inter-domain and transit traffic and
download times was identified for the considered topology, depending on the experiment.
O-SS2.2 Yes. A combination of the client-side mechanisms BNS and BU achieved
the highest efficiency in the experiments. The inner workings of the mechanisms
were understood.
O-SS2.3 Yes. A clear preference for intra-AS peers before peers in peering ASes
before remote peers was observed.
Discussion on assumptions correctness, adequacy, limitations
A-SS2.1 Simplification of real peer characteristics. Will be relaxed in later scenarios
with heterogeneous bandwidths.
A-SS2.2 Adequate assumption for steady-state swarms.
A-SS2.3 Adequate assumption.
A-SS2.4 Simplification of real-world topologies. May be diversified (larger number of
possible hops, asymmetry…) in future scenarios.
A-SS2.5 Adequate assumption for scenarios with no inter-SIS communication. Information availability at peers identical to case with one SIS per AS.
Discussion on expected vs. obtained results
E-SS2.1 Large traffic savings observed with BGP-Loc, obtained result fits expected
result.
E-SS2.2 Combination of BNS and BU identified as best solution, obtained result fits
expected result
E-SS2.3 Obtained result fits expected result. In experiments with the bottlenecks
just in the access network, download times were not influenced by locality promotion.
Discussion on statistical credibility of the results
To evaluate the swarm behavior in its steady state, we simulated 6.5 hours and discarded
the initial 1.5 hours in which the swarm grows to its steady-state size.
As the main performance indicators in the experiments, the used inter-AS bandwidth and
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the download times of the file were reported. The bandwidth was measured by logging the
amount of data flowing over each link of the topology every 60 seconds. Then for each
run, the mean value of these one minute intervals was computed.
The download times experienced by all peers in one run are averaged. The steady state of
the simulation is 5 hours long, so that we gather data from at least 1500 peers per run.
If not stated otherwise, we conducted at least 10 simulation runs per parameter setting in
order to generate statistically reliable results. Confidence intervals were smaller than 10%
of the mean value for all data points (to be updated when more results/runs are available).
Summary
From the observed results, we draw the conclusion that the usage of the SIS-generated
locality information in the client is of high importance. Even if the SIS provides good data, it
is of no worth to the provider or the user if it is not used effectively. In this regard, the combination of Biased Neighbor Selection and Biased Unchoking works better than BNS or BU
alone.
The reason for this is that BNS ensures that there are more local and close neighbors in
the neighbor set of a peer than in regular BitTorrent. It achieves inter-AS traffic reduction
simply by trusting that a higher fraction of neighbors in the same or peering ASes indirectly
leads to a higher fraction of locally forwarded traffic.
In contrast, BU prefers local and close neighbors in the most crucial mechanism for deciding the direction of traffic flows, the unchoking process. It can directly affect the fraction of
local and remote traffic. However, this does only work if a) there are actually local interested neighbors and b) there are enough interested neighbors that a preference of these
has an effect. In low load scenarios and in swarms with a low number of peers in the same
AS, these conditions are not always fulfilled.
In combination, these two mechanisms combine their advantages, leading to a synergy.
BNS provides the local neighbors necessary for BU to function effectively, while BU ensures that the change in the neighbor set composition created by BNS is used to maximum effect.
With regard to scenarios, the locality promoting strategies work best in swarms with high
load, since there the number of interested peers in the neighbor set is generally larger.
Therefore, a preference of local or close peers in the unchoking process has a larger effect
here. Also, larger fractions of the swarm per AS increase the efficiency of locality promotion, since there are more local and close neighbors that can be utilized.
Not surprisingly, if only a fraction of peers in the swarm support locality, the performance
improvement increases with the fraction of locality-promoting peers. In general, localitypromoting peers perform better than their counterparts that use the regular implementation
if the user performance is limited by inter-AS bottlenecks.
The quality of the improvement achieved by locality promotion depends on the topology
evaluated. We could corroborate known results from related studies that in scenarios with
connection bottlenecks only in the access networks, download times remain largely unaffected by locality promotion, while savings in utilized inter-AS bandwidth can be achieved.
In contrast, if tight bottlenecks between ASes exist, still a little inter-AS bandwidth can be
saved, but the largest effect here is on the download times, since these are affected
strongly by the bandwidth limitation. Download times can be improved significantly by locality promotion in these scenarios.
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